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SUPER SHOWING'

East teacher
• a winner on
rar
'Wheel of
Fortune'

MHS's Masthay shines in

Special to the Ledger
When Murray businessman
Robbie Rudolph decided to give
back to the school system and
the region that set him on his
path to future success, he did it
in a big way, helping set up a
scholarship program to benefit
students from four school districts.
For his work
in creating the
Four
Rivers
Scholarship
Program
to
serve
the
Fulton
Independent
and
the
Carlisle,
Rudolph
Fulton
and
Hickman county school systems. Rudolph is
the 2011 individual winner of
the Kentucky School Board
Association's
Friend
of
Education award. It is given
annually to both a corporation
or organization and an individual in recognition of their outstanding contributions to public
schools. This award was presented Friday during the association's annual conference in

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
,. Davenport won $6.((X) on
Friday's "Wheel of Fortune.- making her the latest person with
!still ray connections to appear on the popular syndicated game show.
Davenport followed last Tuesday's
appearance of Murray State University
graduate Jacob Ray, a Carlisle County
Middle School teacher, and October's
appearance of Hunter York. a Hardin resident who is on the MSU men's golf team.
Davenport is a special education teacher
at East Calloway Elementary School, and
both she and Ray appeared as part of the
game show's Teacher's Week.
Davenport said she auditioned for the
show in Metropolis. III., last summer,
thinking it would be a lot of fun. She said
she was one of many people in the large
ballroom trying to get on the show and
was thrilled to have her name pulled out
of a large barrel and called. She then
went on the stage with several other contestants and played a game. She was soon
asked to come back to Metropolis for a

K

111 See Page 2

Rudolph, founder and president of Rudolph Tire Company,
grew up in Fulton. To promote
economic growth and development in the region, he has given
more than $100.000 to help students in these four school dis-
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Daily Forecast
National Weather Service
Winter weather advisory
issued for Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) — The
National Weather Service has
issued a winter weather advisory for the state.
Monday: Rain and snow,
becoming all snow after noon.
Temperature falling to around
30 by 5 p.m. Chance of precipitation is 90 percent Total daytime snow accumulation of 2-4
inches possible
Monday
night:
Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 17.
Tuesday: Mostly doudy. with
a high near 31

INDEX

AP Photo / Matt Slocum
Green Bay Packers Tim Masthay punts the ball during the
first half of the NFL Super Bowl XLV football game
with the Pittsburgh Steelers on Sunday, Feb. 6. in Arlington
. Texas. The Packers beat the Steelers 31-25.
Murray Mayor Bill Wells had declared last Friday "Tim Masthay
Day" in Murray.

'Wheel of Fortune' photo provided
Kim Davenport, a special education
teacher at East Calloway Elementary
School, is pictured during her recent
appearance on "Wheel of Fortune." She
appeared during Teacher's Week,
which taped in November and aired
Friday.

Money troubles close
Mayfield mosque: ACLU
MAYFIELD. Ky. (API Somali immigrants who won a
long zoning battle in their
effort to open a mosque in
western
Kentucky
have
stopped worshipping at the
location.
The American Civil Liberties
Union of Kentucky said the
Muslim congregation could no

longer afford to rent the small
commercial
building
in
Mayfield.
"They had kind of tenuous
finances," ACLU excutive
director Michael Aldridge told
The Courier-Journal newspaper.
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U.S. avoids predicting
when Mubarak will leave
By KIMBERLY DOZIER
and MATTHEW LEE
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (API —
Even as the White House tries
to prepare for an Egypt without
longtime U.S. ally Hosni
Mubarak, it won't be drawn
into predicting when the
Egyptian president will step
down.
"Only he knows what he's

D-13D1I,W

going to do." President Barack
Obama said Sunday."The U.S.
can't forcefully dictate, but
what we can do is say the time
is now for you to start making
a change in your country.
Mubarak has already decided
he's not going to run again:Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton said forcing

•See Page 2
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HEY GUYS, THAT TICKLES: Emma LePere. at right, trims toenails during
the Doggie Day
Spa Saturday at Carmen Pavilion. She was assisted by Craig Lenoir, left,
and Erin Jackson.
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•Rudolph...
From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times

ARCHERY CONTEST: Fourth-grade student Gabriel Davis
aims at his target during the Cupid Classic, which was held
Saturday in the Murray High School gym.

II Mosque...
From Front
The Mayfield Board of
Zoning Adjustment approved a
petition to use the building as a
mosque in November. The same
board in August had approved.
and then rejected. the plan amid
an uproar over a proposed
Islamic center near the World
Trade Center site in New York.
Mayfield City Planner Brad
Rodgers said officials noticed in
December that the Somalis were
no longer worshipping at the
mosque. A tax business instead
has opened in the building.
Rodgers and Mayor Teresa
Cantrell said they didn't know
why the mosque ha d closed.

"The plan all the time was to
give them a place." Cantrell
said. "The concern was there
wasn't enough parking to
accommodate them."
Sandy Cooley. co-owner of
New Wave Hair Salon near the
commercial building. said she
never saw many Somalis at the
mosque.
"It's a shame that they went
through that much trouble and
didn't stay there. but I guess
that's their choice," she said.
She agreed the mosque could
have made parking tight but
believes the Muslims should
have a place to worship.
"It's freedom of religion," she
said.

Midway College works
Enrolling now for
Online programs
• Health Care Administration
• Medical Coding
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tricts pursue educational opportunities at all levels.
Since the program was created
last year. 50 graduates have
received scholarships for postsecondary education, while
additional funds have been used
to pay for dual-credit courses
for high school students offered
through partnerships with West
Kentucky
Technical
and
Community College, Murray
State University, Mid-Continent
College and the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
Beyond financial assistance.
the Four Rivers program promotes academic achievement
and a focus on the future for students in all grade levels. Every
student in kindergarten through
fourth grade receives a free
book as part of Rudolph's
Readers. Fifth- and sixthgraders participate in an annual
Career Day, which allows students to explore career opportunities in the region and includes
local business and industry partners. Seventh- and eighthgraders take field trips to the
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Fulton County; Kenny Wilson,
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Hickman County: and Dr. Keith
Shoulders. Carlisle County.
They wrote. "His contributions

Ford 1

region's two technical schools to
learn about the skills they will
need to pursue career interests.
The program, which is the
most recent recipient of the
KSBA
Public
Education
Achieves in Kentucky (PEAK)
Award, also helps high school
students with college visits and
provides in-depth assistance
with financial aid.
Rudolph was nominated for
the award by Superintendents

provide not only means, but the
motivation to pursue a postsecondary education and career. As
these graduates enter the local
work force, it is not only the students who beneiit. but the surrounding community, as well."

II Teacher...
From Front
second audition, and was sent a
letter a few weeks after that
asking her to come on the
show.
The letter came in the middle
of June. and Davenport went to
California to be on the show in
November. All the Teacher's
Week episodes were shot backto-back, and Davenport said
she enjoyed meeting her fellow
contestants.
"All the teachers there were
so nice,- Davenport said.
"Everybody was just really
sweet, and 1 don't know if that
was because they were all
kindergarten teachers. But it
was just a lot of fun, and we all
had a lot in common, and it
was neat to get to represent
Calloway County."
Davenport ended up winning
56.000. which was more than
enough to cover the trip. Her
husband. Andy. and 2-year-old

son, Jake. came along, as did
Davenport's parents, who live
in Dukedom. Tenn. Davenport
said the family enjoyed going
site-seeing in Hollywood, visiting the Hollywood sign. the
Walk of Fame and Grauman's
Chinese Theatre.
For each of the teachers on
the show, a photo was shown of
their students back home holding signs to wish them good
luck. She said her students
were excited to be pictured on
the show and talked about it a
lot last week.
"They keep thinking that I
was going to go to California
on Friday, so they kept asking
how I was going to get out
there." she said laughing. "1
don't know how many times I
told them that it had already
been taped. but I guess it was
more fun to think that I was
going to go that day."

II Mubarak...

Staff Report
Hie three juveniles that were
reported missing from the
Murray Group Home over the
weekend were located on
Saturday and taken into custody
by Kentucky State Police.
KSP were notified Friday that

From Front

If you experience difficulty hearing....
look to the professionals at Stone-Lang.

three juveniles were noticed
missing from the home at
approximately 5:15 p.m. by
their caretaker. The juveniles
reportedly left out a window
from the one story facility. KSP
reported.

Texas Hold 'Ens
Tourney
Saturday, February 19th
2:00 • 8:00 pip
$2500 st Ploso
Top 10 Paid
$100 Buy In

270-752-3333
For Details
KY Gaming ORG0000514
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CAREER OPPORTUNMES: On Saturday. Murray State
University. the Associated General Contractors of Western
Kentucky and Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana hosted "A Girl's
World to Explore - Dream It, Design It. Build It" at the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology." The program was started to show girls in grades 6-9 opportunities in careers dominated by men by giving them hands-on activities exploring
architecture, engineering and design. Pictured at top. John
Moore of West Kentucky Community & Technical Coliege provides a lesson in carpentry. In the middle photo, 15-year-old
Sydney Milburn, at left. and 16-year-old Phoebe Dowdy of
Aurora construct a sound-activated switch. Bottom photo,
MSU student All Vernier instructs a program participant in
interior design.

KSP: Juveniles missing from home found
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Mubarak to leave office quickly
could complicate the already
enormous challenges Egypt
faces in transforming itself from
autocracy to democracy.
In
fact, Clinton
said
Mubarak's departure could
affect "significant actions" he
has himself taken to get the
reform process started. She said
he should be recognized for
those steps even if they fall
short of what angry protesters in
the streets of Cairo are demanding and will not alone produce
free and fair elections.
Returning to Washington from
an international security conference in Munich. Clinton suggested that the Obama administration was now more focused
on encouraging "orderly transition" in Egypt than in seeing
Mubarak go quickly. And, she
implied that Mubarak's continued, although less powerful.

presence at the top of the
Egyptian government may actually help complete the process.
She noted that if he resigned.
Egypt's constitution would
require an election within 60
days, a prospect even some
Mubarak opponents have said
would not allow enough time to
organize a credible vote. In
doing so. Clinton became the
first senior U.S. official to publicly recognize the pitfalls of
demanding Mubarak's immediate ouster on constitutional
grounds.
Frank Wisner. the retired U.S.
diplomat whom Obama sent to
Cairo last week to nudge
Mubarak out of the picture.
drew attention to the constitutional dilemma on Saturday in
remarks to the Munich Security
Conference. He also raised a
furor by saying that Mubarak
was "utterly critical" to the
reform process.
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Nancy, Beach Boys celebrate Reagan centennial
SIMI VALLEY. Calif. AP)
- Former first lady Nancy
Reagan praised her late husband
Sunday. laying a wreath on his
grave and singing "Happy
Birthday" with the Beach Boys
as actors. musicians, former
advisers and friends paid tribute
to Ronald Reagan on the 100th
anniversary of his birth.
Nancy Reagan greeted the
crowd of about 1.500 invited
dignitaries under a tent on the
east lawn of the Ronald Reagan
Presidential Library on in Simi
Valley.
"I know that Ronnie would
be thrilled.- the 89-year-old
said. looking skyward. "and is
thrilled, to have all of you share
in his 100th birthday. It doesn't
seem possible. hut that's what it

Reagan taught us about freeAfter a crowd including son dom, and common sense and
Ron Reagan and former Vice self-reliance remain every bit as
President Dick Cheney rose to true today as they were then."
its feet in applause, she shouted
Lee Greenwood sang his sig"Happy Birthday Ronnie!"
nature version of"God Bless the
Nancy Reagan has made fre- USA," a Reagan favorite, and
quent appearances at the library several others, including country
but rarely speaks.
artists including Lonestar and
Former Cabinet secretary and Amy Grant. also performed
close Reagan friend James
A group of FA-18 fighter jets
Baker III and actor Gary Sinise based on the USS Ronald
were among many spoke in Reagan flew over the crowd.
praise of the Gipper.
Reagan, the nation's 40th
"The Reagan Revolution did chief executive, was 93 when he
not end when he left office 22 died after a long h ittle with
years ago, or when he left Nancy Alzheimer's disease.
and all of us on June the 5th.
The event was the culmina2004." said Baker.
tion of a week of tributes to the
"Yes, the revolution was former president at and around
about a man. but it was really his presidential library, includmuch more. The lessons Ronald ing speeches from former Vice
Is.-

SAN FRANCISCO (API Ford Motor Co will increase
factory production 13 percent in
the first quarter because of higher demand for Ford and Lincoln
brand cars and trucks, and further increases are likely through
the year. company executives
said Sunday.
The
Dearborn.
Mich.,
automaker said its sales to individual buyers rose 27 percent in
January. a strong increase that
shows demand for Ford products like the Explorer sport utility vehicle is on the rise. Ford's
overall sales, including those to
big fleet buyers such as rental
car companies. rose 9 percent
last month.
"We're trying to catch up to
just the customer demand." Jim
Farley. Ford's global marketing
chief, told reporters at the
National Automobile Dealers
Association conference in San
Francisco.

The first-quarter increase, to
555,000 vehicles, could mean
additional jobs. U.S. sales chief
Ken Czubay (Z00-bay) said
Ford is studying whether to add
a third shift to factories that now
are on two shifts and working
overtime. The company also
could add production by raising
the assembly line speed or by
paying more overtime to extend
work time.
Czubay said demand for
vehicles like the revamped
Explorer has been so high that
the company has only a "singledigit" days' supply of the model
on dealer lots. Automakers like
to have around 60 days worth of
a product so customers have
adequate selection.
Ford's Chicago plant is most
likely to get additional jobs or
overtime because it builds the
new Explorer. It's based on a car
chassis and gets better mileage
than the old Explorer, and

Texas crash kills 5,
including 3 children
MIDLAND.Texas 1AP)-A
fiery head-on collision in West
Texas has killed five people.
including three children.
Authorities say the accident
Sunday afternoon happened
when a Volkswagen Beetle
slammed head-on into a dump
truck. All four people in the subcompact car were killed on
impact in the crash about five
miles north of Midland.
The Texas Department of
Public Safety identified them as
driver Deborah
Beek of

Andrews and her three grandchildren - 8-year-old Tiffany
Klein. 3-year-old Jeremyah
Rodriguez and
2-year-old
Sebastian Savage,
Trooper John Barton says
dump truck driver 56-year-old
Edwin Timmer also was killed,
apparently in the ensuing fire.
Barton says Timmer was talking
with his wife after the crash but
was unable to escape the truck,
which was towing a trailer.
Barton says all five were
wearing their seat restraints,
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The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County
(The Tea Party Movement) will hold their next meeting on Thursday. February 10, at 6:00pm in the large
meeting room of the Main Street Library with Dr.
Winfield Rose. political science professor at MSU.
He will be reviewing the Federal District Judge
Vincent of Florida's decision handed down recently'
declaring Obamacare unconstitutional, and other hot
questions on the front burner, according to Dan
Walker. program chairman.
The public is invited to attend.

H.,. 1,
66. of Farmington. died Sunday. Feb. 6, 21)11. at
the Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Born March 11. 1944, she was preceded in death by her husband.
Donnie Boyd: and her parents. I.B. Dobson and Anna Lou Hopkins.
She is survived by two sons, Steve Harding and wife. Gina of
Benton. and Shane Harding and wife. Shelly of Clinton: a brother.
Phillip Dobson of Sedalia: a sister. Judy Eldndge of St. Clair Shores.
Mich.: five grandchildren, Candace Kimbler, Laken Harding. Garret
Harding. Nathen Harding. Sophie Harding; a step-grandchild. Cody
Harris: and one great-grandchild. Online condolences may be made
at www.imesmilierconi. Arrangements are incomplete at linesMiller Funeral Home.

Khadra Dell Duncan Williams
Khadra Dell Duncan Williams. on. of Murray. died Saturday.
Feb. 5. 2011. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Born Jan. 7, 1921, she retired from the state of Michigan where
she worked as a social worker and was of Baptist faith.
In addition to her parents, Bill and Cumi Gordon Duncan. she
was preceded in death by her husband, Harry Williams: four brothers. Rufus. Stanley. Everett and Frank Duncan; five sisters. Hattie
McDougal. Vera Turner, Eura Crisp. Edith Babcock and Lorene
Duncan: and two half-brothers. William Henry Duncan and Iste
Madison Duncan.
She is survived by two sons. Roger Williams and wife, Judy of
Murray. and Roderick Williams and wife. Joann of Clawson. Mich.:
six grandchildren. Kelly Holmes. Rhonda VanderVelde. and James,
Thomas. Khadra and Patricia Williams: six great-grandchildren and
one great-great-grandchild. Graveside services will be held today.
Monday. Feb. 7, 2011. at 1 p.m. at the chapel of Murray Memorial
Gardens with the Rev. Heyward Roberts officiating. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom. Arrangements are handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

models. Ford has phased out its
Mercury brand, leaving some
dealers with only Lincoln.
Lincoln sales rose 3.6 percent
last year but lagged the overall
U.S. auto market, which was up
II
percent, according to
Autodata Corp. In January,
Lincoln sales fell 21 percent
compared with the same month Larry Kum*
Funeral services for Larry Kennedy. 56. of Puryear. Tenn.. will he
of 2010. The Ford executives
said they are offering sales held today. Monday. Feb. 7, 201:. at 1 p.m. at Puryear Baptist
bonuses to Lincoln dealers who Church with Mike Rhodes officiating. Burial will follow in Olive
meet company requirements on Branch Cemetery in Cottage Grove. Tenn.
Serving as pallbearers will be Andy Paschall. Greg Cunningham.
perks for customers, such as car
washes and loaner cars, staff Jamie Off, Russ OR, Rickie On. Charles Allen, Randy Wilson and
Jeff Moody. Honorary pallbearers will be Puryear Baptist Church
training and sign changes.
Deacons and Jimmy Moons. Randy Valentine, Trevor Bennett. Troy
Bennett. Bobby Washer and Phil Jones.
Kennedy died Thursday. Feb. 3, 2011. at St. Thomas Hospital in
Nashville. Tenn., after suffering a heart attack.
Born Aug. I. 1954. in Paris. Tenn., he was a member and Deacon
CAIRO 1AP) - The agency reported that Mubarak of Puryear Baptist Church. He was also a farmer and owned and
Egyptian government pledged ordered the country's parliament operated Kennedy & Sons Trackhoe Service.
In addition to his parents, Ralph Kennedy and Opal Orr Kennedy,
today to investigate official cor- and its highest appellate court to
ruption and election fraud but reexamine lower-court rulings he was preceded in death by a brother. Jerry Kennedy.
He is survived by his wife, Patty Moody Kennedy. whom he marthousands of protesters swore disqualifying hundreds of ruling
not to move from the heart of party lawmakers for campaign ried June 22. 1974: a daughter, Julie Jackson and husband. Adam:
downtown Cairo until President and ballot irregularities, that two sons. Jason Kennedy and wife, Billie. and Adam Kennedy, all ot
Hosni Mubarak steps down.
were ignored by electoral offi- Puryear: grandchildren, Preston Kennedy. Jay Kennedy. Kennedy
Jackson. laden Kennedy. Owen Kennedy and Aden Jackson: sisterAfter two weeks of instabili- cials.
ty that pushed the most popuThe
ruling
National in-law, Evonne Kennedy; parents-in-law, Billy and Edna Moody:
lous Arab nation to the edge of Democratic Party won more brother-in-law, Jeff Moody and wife. Jan. all of Puryear: and severanarchy, the crisis appears to be than 83 percent of the 518 seats al nieces and nephews. Expressions of sympathy may be made to
settling into at least temporary in the 2010 parliamentary elec- Puryear Baptist Church Building Fund, 10060 Hwy. 641 N..
Puryear, TN 38251. Arrangements are handled by Ridgeway
stasis.
tions.
A series of government conImplementing the rulings Funeral Home.
cessions have left the protesters against NDP lawmakers could
dissatisfied but the scene has cause many to lose their seats Neva L. Windsor Doughty
remained calm, with Tahrir and force the dissolution of the
Funeral services for Neva L. Windsor Doughty, 93. of
Square resembling a carnival parliament and new elections if Farmington. were held today. Monday. Feb. 7.2011. at II a.m. at the
more than the rock-strewn bat- enough are disqualified.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Burial was in the
defield of recent days.
Murray City Cemetery.
On Sunday. Egypt's newly
Mubarak's regime appears named vice president met with
Doughty died Thursday, Feb. 3. 2011. at 7:55
confident in its ability for the the
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
outlawed
Muslim
moment to ride out what Brotherhood and other opposiBorn Feb. 27, 1917 in Graves County. she was a
remains of an unprecedented tion groups for the first time and
member of the Bell City Church of Christ and was
storm of unrest, and maintain its offered concessions including
retired from Merritt Clothing after 31 years of servgrip on power, with Western granting press freedom and
ice.
backing, at least until September rolling back police powers.
In addition to her parents. P.W. and Mae Olive
elections.
Taylor. she was preceded in death by her first husProtesters in the relatively
Judicial officials promised to small morning crowd of several
band. Ira Windsor: second husband. Fred Doughty:
Doughty
start questioning three former thousand on the square said they
one son. Jerry Windsor: four sisters, three brothers,
ministers and a senior ruling remained unsatisfied.
one grandchild and one great-grandchild.
She is survived by one daughter, Jean Coulter and husband.
party official on corruption
"Our main objective is for
charges on Tuesday. A detained Mubarak to step down." said Thurman of Memphis. Tenn.; one son. Vestor Windsor of Mayfield:
Google Inc marketing manager student Mohammed Eid. "We three sisters. Ruth Smith of Paducah. Nina Reese of Taylor. Mich..
also was expected to be don't accept any other conces- and Ina Champion and husband. Henry of Mayfield: one brother.
Harold Taylor and wife. Ester of Panama City, Fla.; daughter-in-law.
released.
sions."
Joanne Windsor of Murray: and eight grandchildren. 12 great-grandEgypt's
state-run
news
children and four great-great-grandchildren. Online condolences
may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome. Arrangements
were handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
JONESBORO. Ark. 1AP)Jones says he named Nosy
Guess it runs in the family: A Rosy's calves Larry. Curly and
descendant of an Arkansas cow Moe.
WASHINGTON 1AP) - to be had amid the silo% and ice.
famed for giving birth to triplets
Nosy Rosy is the greatmultiple times has birthed her granddaughter of a Chandais- Does winter weather give you
Given the choice between
own set of triplets.
mix cow named Faith who had the blues? Or are you the type grabbing an extra blanket or
who gets a little frisky when cozying up with someone speRancher David Jones tells the four sets of triplets.
Jonesboro Sun his mixed-breed
cial when it's cold, most people
Nosy Rosy was a triplet, as there's a chill in the air'?
Either way. you're not alone. choose snuggling over a
cow named Nosy Rosy gave was the calves' father, who
Four in 1(1 Americans say the Snuggie. Two-thirds reported no
birth to the triplets on Jan. 25.
descended from the same bloodAccording to Oklahoma State line. Jones says that almost weather affects their mood, and romantic uptick while trapped
University researchers, beef cat- guaranteed Nosy Rosy would winter by far is the season most inside. and 15 percent reported
likely to leave them feeling having less sex than usual.
de have triplets in one of about have a multiple birth.
down. Still. there are pleasures
105,000 pregnancies.
These tidbits and more about
the weather and romance come
srlir ea, golf erg". 11110Pv 1110Pee V
courtesy of an Associated Press- V -V -VWeather Underground poll conducted Jan. 21-26. wrapping up
Just as yet another snow storm
was gearing up to clobber the
Northeast.

Egyptian government pledges
reform amid violent protests

Cold weather boosts 'snuggling'
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2"1 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Doo Jones Ind. Avg. 12.143.81 + 51.66
Air Products ...........,.......88.96 + 035
Apple'
111.16 + 4.69
AT&T. hit.
27.75- 0.22
Blt&T
21.58 + 0.14
Bank 01 America
14.53 + 0.24
Briggs & Stratton
211.77+ 0.26
Bristol Alers Squibb 25.87 + 0.17
Caterpillar
100.07 + 0.48
Chevron Texaco Corp 97.46 + 0.35
Daimler Christer
72.40 + 0.66
Dean FOOdS
10.52 + 0.16
Esvon-Slottil
83.90 + 0.62
16.25 + 0.5:
Ford Motor
General Electric
20.89 +11,33
GlasoSmithlkline ADR 18.62 +11.61
413.18, - 0,03
tioodrich
Good,cier Tire & Rubber 12.92 + 0.16

arrived at dealers late last year.
Ford already has announced
plans to hire more than 7,01X)
workers in the next two years.
including engineers and factory
workers. But those jobs will be
to build new models like the
revamped Ford Escape midsize
SUV.
The executives also promised
six new or updated models for
the Lincoln brand during the
next three years as they try to
revive its sales. Dealers who
attended a meeting Sunday with
Farley and Czubay said no
specifics were given on the

Sara Harding

Cow births rare triplets

-The Concerned Taxpayers(Tea Party Movement)

Investments Since 1854

Obituaries

President Dick Cheney and
Sarah Patin.
In Illinois. where Reagan was
horn and spert the first two
decades of his life, hundreds celebrated at a birthday party at the
Tampico Historical Society. eating cake with a picture of ..he
president and touring the nearby
restored apartment where he
was born in 1911.
Reagan spent his first 21
years in Illinois. He grew up in
Dixon. Monmouth. spent some
time in Chicago and attended
college in Eureka.
A special church service was
dedicated to him at First
Christian Church in Dixon.
where Reagan was baptized.

Ford to increase production by 13 percent
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prices as of 9 .1 nr

Httpl•ed Bank
9.45 + 0.02
IBM
164.38 + 0.38
Intel
21.79 + 0.12
Kroger ............ ...... - 22.36 + 0.03
Mattel
25.22 • 0.02
McDonalds
73.40. 0.65
Merck
12.88 0.01
Slicrtrioft
28.16 + 0.40
11'. Peones
12.66 + 1.07
Pepsico. Inc.
63.75 - 0.09
Pfizer. Inc
19.08-0.22
Regions linantial
7.93 + 0.09
Sears Holding Corp
83.00 •(1.64
I line %%artier
16.28 + 0.36
S Bancorp
.27.82 + 0.40
ViellPoint Inc
64.78 - 0.29
11aI-Mart
16.06 + 0.03
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Students need choices
other than college
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By CHRISTINE ARMARIO
The current U.S. education
system is failing to prepare
millions of young adults for successful careers by providing a
one-size-fits-all approach. and
it should take a cue from its
European counterparts by offering greater emphasis on occupational instruction, a Harvard
University study published
Wednesday concludes.
The two-year study by the
Pathways to Prosperity Project
at the Harvard University Graduate School of Education notes
that while much emphasis is
placed in high school on going
On to a four-year college, only
30 percent of young adults in
the United States successfully
t:omplete a bachelor's degree.
While the number of jobs
that require no post-secondary
'education have declined, the
kesearchers note that only onethird of the jobs created in the
koming years are expected to
need a bachelor's degree or
higher. Roughly the same
amount will need just an associate's degree or an occupational credential.
"What I fear is the continuing problem of too many kids
dropping by the wayside and
the other problem of kids going
into debt, and going into college but not completing with
a degree or certificate," said
Robert Schwartz, who heads
the project and is academic
dean of the Harvard Graduate
School of Education. "Almost
everybody can cite some kid
who marched off to college
because it was the only socially legitimate thing to do but
had no real interest."
The report highlights an issue
that has been percolating among
education circles: That school
reform should include more
emphasis on career-driven alternatives to a four-year education.
The study recommends a
"comprehensive pathways network- that would include three
elements: embracing multiple
approaches to help youth make
the transition to adulthood,
involving the nation's employers in things like work-based
learning, and creating a new
social compact with young people. Many of the ideas aren't
new, and leaders, including
President Barack Obama, have
advocated for an increased role
for community colleges so the
country can once again lead
the world in the proportion of
college graduates. U.S. Education Secretary Arne Duncan
will deliver opening remarks
at the report's release in Washington.
But the idea of providing
more alternatives, rather than
emphasizing a four-year college education for all, hasn't

been without controversy. Critics fear students who opt early
for a vocational approach might
limit their options later on, or
that disadvantaged students at
failing schools would be pushed
into technical careers and away
from the highly selective colleges where their numbers are
already very slim.
"You've got to work on both
fronts at once,- Schwartz said,
arguing for intensifying efforts
to get more low-income and
minority students into selective institutions while strengthening the capacity of two-year
colleges.
The study recommends that
all major occupations be clearly outlined at the start of high
school. Students would see
directly how their course choices prepare them careers that
interest them — but still be
able to change their minds.
Students should also be given
more opportunities for workbased learning. such as job shadowing and internships.
Students, the researchers recommend. should get career
counseling and work-related
opportunities early on — no
later than middle school. In
high school, students would
have access to educational programs designed with the help
of industry leaders, and they'd
be able to participate in paid
internships.
The report notes that many
European countries already have
such an approach. and that
their youth tend to have a
smoother transition into adulthood. And not all separate children into different paths at an
early age. Finland and Denmark,
for example, provide all students with a comprehensive
education through grades 9 or
10. Then they are allowed to
decide what type of secondary
education they'd like to pursue.
Barney Bishop, president and
CEO of Advanced Industries
of Florida, said he would advocate for an approach that provides more alternatives and
greater inclusion a the business community.
"The problem for the business community is where you
have kids who don't have the
rudimentary skills, and you have
to take the time and effort to
train them, get them some of
the rudimentary skills, plus the
special skills," he said.
Sandy Baum. an independent higher education policy analyst. said she think there needs
to be more counseling in advising students about how to make
the right choices.
-11 don't think the problem
is too many people going to
four-year colleges,- she said.
"The problem is too many peo-

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Sandi Teague.
Community
editor
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Sheila at 227- 1723.

Polar Plunge

The Western Kentu
Nicks on Tuesday.
Olympics.

Genealogical

Frankfort's political tango and Paul's meat ax
Herald Leader
Lexington, Ky.
Lawmakers return for the
main portion of the 2011 GenThe following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
eral Assembly. With the two par- Kentucky offering divergent
points of view concernties sharing legislative power
ing
issues
of
importance
in
the Commonwealth.
and with Republican Senate
President David Williams lookhole needs to be filled. Fail- delivered his State of the Union
ing ta oust incumbent Demoure to do so could result in address to the nation, newly
crat Steve Beshear in this year's
substantial cuts in payments to elected Sen. Rand Paul. R-Ky.,
gubernatorial election, the bar
health care providers during let drop his competing vision
for measuring productivity is
the remaining months of this for how to deal with the counset very low going into the
fiscal year.
try's deficit challenge.
session.
Penal code reform ranks just
The president proposed a
Given the politically conbehind Medicaid on this Gen- five-year federal government
tentious atmosphere we expect
eral Assembly's "bucket list." spending freeze: the senator proto permeate the Capitol throughA task force completed its study posed $500 billion in spendout the next several weeks, the
of the issue and submitted a ing cuts in fiscal year 2011.
temptation is to urge lawmakhost of commonsense recomKentucky voters can't say
ers just to do no harm before
mendations designed to slow they weren't warned of their junthey go home in mid-March.
or reverse the rise in the cost ior senator's radical approach
But such a recommendation of
housing state prisoners.
to government. Candidate Paul
would give short shrift to a
Sen. Tom Jensen and Rep. was not shy about his distaste
few important issues that comJohn Tilley. chairmen of the for entire departments of the
mand legislative attention.
two chambers' judiciar y com- federal government, nor was
Filling a $142 million hole mittees,
will draft legislation he bashful about his fealty to
in the Medicaid budget heads based
on the task force's work. the "enumerated powers" of the
the list. Beshear proposes to
The more recommendations Constitution. when he ran for
shift money from the second
they include in the bill, the office last year.
year of the budget into the better.
The rate of growth in
There was plenty of truth
remaining five months of the the
corrections budget from in that campaign advertising:
current fiscal year. His plan
$140 million to $440 million The senator's I2-page bill and
also calls for expanded use of in
the past 20 years - is sim- its 37-page explanation make
managed care to generate sav- ply
unsustainable.
for interesting, if not surprisings that offset the resulting
ing. reading.
shortfall in the second budget Courier-Jo
umal
What Department of Eduyear.
Louisville, Ky.
cation? In Paul's proposal. it
Whether lawmakers go along
Well, that didn't take long. is all but defunded with its 83
with Beshear or come up with
As President Barack Mama percent decrease: Pell Grants are
their own plan. the Medicaid

IN OTHER WORDS

preserved.
The Department of Energy
is zapped, "100 percent
decrease," at a time when the
nation is moving, and needs
to move faster, toward cleaner, renewable energy sources
and alternatives. Housing and
Urban Development? Gone.
Homeland Security shrivels
by 43 percent, including a big
whack out of the Transportation Security Administration.
which provides safety screenings at most U.S. airports.
Department of the Interior'?
A 78 percent liposuction. including a sizable decrease for the
National Park Service. The senator proposes returning these
precious. protected lands back
to states or to private interests. Oddly. the Labor Department survives almost intact (the
Mine Safety and Health Administration is among those spared).
Paul exempts unemployment
benefits from cuts, but he does
warn that the program will
need to be reformed and reevaluated. In Paul's world, nc
walking softly, only the carrying of big sticks
With his first piece of legislation. Paul is demonstrating
to Kentuckians the huge. unintended consequences of sending a guy with a meat ax tc
Washington.

Short session not short on important issues
The first week in February
marks the first full working
week for the Kentucky Legislature. Several bills have
already passed through House
committees and expect to be
vetted on the House floor soon.
The Judiciary Committee
approved House Bill 121 which
would outlaw synthetic street
drugs called "bath salts" currently on sale at convenience
stores and other venues.
This drug has been in Kentucky for some time and has
become a threat to our young
people's health and safety. Calloway County has not experienced much of the problem of
this drug as yet, but Paducah
and Mccracken County police
agencies have made several
raids on convenience stores
during January, confiscating
containers of the drug. along
with other drug related paraphernalia. This bill passed the
House 94 to zero on Friday,
Feb 4.
The same committee passed
House Bill 58 which would
require drunk driving offenders to have an ignition interlock device installed on their
vehicles.
Studies show that this measure works better than just suspending a convicted DUI
offender's license because the
vehicle will not start if the
breathalyzer on the device
exceeds the preset blood alcohol limit.
HB 166. which would
require state parks to buy Kentucky agricultural products,
passed out of the Agriculture
and 51114111 Business Committee this week. House Bill 14,
which would waive probate

fees on the estate of those military killed in the line of duty,
passed out of the Veterans,
Military Affairs and Public Protection Committee .
The
bill passed the full House 92
to zero on Friday. Feb 4.
The scourge of domestic
violence across the state was
also addressed by the Judiciary Committee with its approval
Wednesday of a hill that would
allow adult dating partners to
seek domestic violence protective orders against their significant other.
HB 35c would give dating
partners age 18 and over the
same domestic violence protections available in 44 other
states and codify a provision
that was removed from the
broad-based Amanda's Law
which passed the General
Assembly in 2010.
HB 109, would create a
state Passenger Rail Transportation Advisory Board to enhance
the state's transportation system by establishing a panel
that would advise state officials on passenger rail issues.
Currently. Amtrak is the only
passenger rail provider in the
state, with train stations in
Maysville. South Portsmouth,
Ashland and Fulton. HB 109
passed the House Transportation Committee unanimously
on Wednesday and now goes
to the House floor.
Legislation affecting education and immigration was discussed in committees this week
and received a great deal of
attention.
House Bill 225, also called
the Graduation Bill, passed the
House Education C'ommittee.
This hill would affect children

entering
the
9th
grade during
the
2011-2012
school
year, rais ing
the
graduation
rate from
16 to 17
in
July
Legislative
2015 and
Update
to 18 the
following By Rep Melvin
Henley
year.
It
D-Murray
now goes
to
the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee so that the cost can
be analyzed. I seriously doubt
that the bill will survive in
the Senate because of the
upcoming gubernatorial trace
between the sitting governor and
the senate president.
The complex issue of illegal immigration was heard by
the House Local Government
Committee, which discussed
the possible costs of Senate
Bill 6. passed by the Senate
in early January. and House
Bill 3. the House's imtnigralion bill.
The House plan - which
would require contractors with
a public agency and government
agencies to use the E-Verify
instant documentation check to
determine eligibility of potential hires to work in the United States -- may be the better
alternative.
There have been several
news stories documenting a
severely increased load on
police agencies, jails and the
judicial system, that would
result from passage of this MIL

all of which are already overloaded and overburdened.
Cost projections for implementing the program have been
estimated as high as 90 to 100
million dollars, which would
likely require some sort of tax
increase on already financially overburdened citizens.
More debate on the merits
of any type of illegal immigration legislation will certainly be forthcoming in the weeks
ahead.
Governor Beshear gave his
State of the Commonwealth
address to the joint chambers
of the General Assembly on
Tuesday evening where he
mapped out his plans for the
remainder of his term and his
priorities this session.
The Graduation Bill is high
on his list as is implementing
a solution to the Medicaid shortfall by balancing the 2011 Medicaid budget with 2012 Medicaid funds. The governor
received good response from
legislators on his Senate and
House joint session address.
Though this is considered
a "short session" there certainly is no shortage of legislation and issues to be addressed
over the next several weeks.
You can keep 1111 with legislative action on
of interest to you by logging onto the
Legislative Research Commission website at www.in..ky.gov
or by calling the LRC toll-free
Bill Status Line at 866-8402835. To .find out when a committee meeting is scheduled.
you can call the LRC toll-free
Meeting Information Line at
800-633-9650. You may aklso
reath
Inc
by
e-mail
melyin0 melvinhenlev.i -om
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Couponing class to
be held Tuesday

Ladies of the

Oaks

Couponing 101 will be taught at the
Calloway County Extension Office. 310 S.
4th Street. Murray,Tuesday. Feb.8.at 3 p.m.
1) Vicki Wynn. Marshall County Extension
Agent for FCS. The class is free and open to
the public. For more information, call the
Extension Office at 753-1452.

Datebook

The ladies of the Oaks
Country Club held their regular
bridge play on Wednesday. Feb.
2. with Mary Alice Smith as
hostess announcing the following winners: First place Shirley Jenstrom; and second
place - Janet Kirk.
The ladies will play again
Wednesday. Feb. 9. Interested
ladies must sign-up in advance
by calling Smith, hostess, at
753-3487.

TOPS will meet

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) will meet Tuesday. Feb. 8.
from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Visitors are welcome. For information, call
Sheila at 227-1723.
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Polar Plunge to hold rebate night
The Western Kentucky Polar Plunge will hold a rebate night at
Nicks on Tuesday. Feb. 8. All proceeds benefit the Special
Olympics.

Genealogical Society will meet
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The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday.
Feb. S. at 1 p.m. at Pogue Library. Guest speaker will be Ken
Andrus presenting a program on "Restoring and Preserving Old
Photos." James Hooper. president, invites anyone interested in
learning more of their family history to attend. Anyone who would
like to ride the Trolley to Pogue. should be at the Calloway County
Public Library Annex parking lot at 12:30 p.m.

Veterans assistance available
Ron McClure will be in Mayfield on Tuesday. Feb. 8 and
Wednesday. Feb. 9. at the VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Rd.. Mayfield from
9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Veterans and their families will be provided
counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits. This is a free service provided by the state of Kentucky. For
information, contact Regional Field Rep. Ron McClure at (270)
247-2455.

Alzheimer's group to meet
The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday. Feb. 8. at 5
p.m. in the dining area of the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens
Center.

Dexter town will meet
The town of Dexter will hold a town meeting Tuesday. Feb. 8. at
6 p.m. at the Dexter Community Center. Alberta Akin, court-designated worker for juvenile services, will be the speaker. A pot-luck
meal will be served. Everyone is invited to attend.

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday. Feb. 8. at noon at
the Weaks Community Center. Persons coming for lunch should
arrive by 11:30 a.m. For infonnation. call Dixie Hopkins, 753-6001.

Murray Star Chapter #433 to meet
The Murray Star Chapter #433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday. Feb. 8. at 7:30 p.m. A meal will be served at 6:30 p.m.

Daniel Imhoff to speak at MSU
Author and farmer. Daniel Imhoff, will speak at MSU on Tuesday.
Feb. 8, at 6:30 p.m. in the large lecture hall of the new Chemistry
Building. His presentation. "The Meat of the Matter," includes a
discussion of factory farming and what people can do about it. Q&A
will follow. For more information. call (270) 354-8714.

Calloway Middle SBDM will meet
The next meeting of the Calloway County Middle School Site
Base Decision Making Council will be held Wednesday. Feb. 9, at
3:30 p.m. in the Library Media Center. All members of the public
are invited to attend.

Calloway High SBDM to meet
The Calloway County High School SBDM Council will hold a
regularly scheduled meeting Wednesday. Feb. 9. at 3:30 p.m. in ti.c
library media center. The public is invited to attend.

Eastwood Christian Academy holds fundraiser
Eastwood Christian Academy's senior class will hold a book sale
fundraiser Saturday. Feb. 26. from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the gymnasium, 2191 State Route 94 east. Hundreds of books available in various genres including many first editions and children's book. All
books $1 or less. All proceeds benefit the senior class tnp to
Washington. D.C.
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VOLUNTEERING: The National Federation of the Blind (NFB) Murray Chapter recently
helped celebrate Martin Luther King Jr. Day of Service by assisting others in the community.
Pictured are members Jennifer. Ashley and Mike Dixon who washed windows, cleaned up the
yard. and performed other needed tasks for a community member. For more information about
the NFB of Murray, contact Danny Perry, president, at 753-0911.

MCCH to host educational events
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, and the Center for
Health & Wellness. will be
offering educational events during the month of February to
members. MCCH employees, as
well as the general community.
• The Miracle Moments
Maternity Center will offer
Prepared Childbirth Classes in
the hospital cafeteria on
Monday nights, Feb. 7, 14 and
21 from 7-9 p.m. Pre-registration is required for all classes. A
Grandparents Class will be
offered on Monday. Feb. 28,
from 7-8 p.m. in the Private
Dining Room beside the cafeteria. For more information, to
pre-register for any of the classes or to arrange for a personalized tour of the Miracle
Moments Maternity Unit. call
Elizabeth Khadem at (270) 7621940.
•The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes at the Center for Health
& Wellness on Tuesday. Feb. 15
and Wednesday, Feb. 16 from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. These classes
help create awareness on the latest diabetic treatments and selfmanagement techniques available. For more information, or
to sign up for the classes, call

Community Options will host
western Kentucky's first annual
Cupids Chase 5K run/walk
event on Saturday. Feb. 12. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Central Park. Registration will
begin at 8 a.m, and the race
begins at 9 a.m. Entry fee is $20.
Which includes T-shirt. All proceeds benefit local individuals

Need Cash Now

Shen:ne Inglisti

Terri Walston 6- Emily Carraway
to the Design Staff,
Other (1.1‘...&

4,)

supported
by
Community www.comop.org/cupidschase
Options. Participants are asked and complete online registration
to park in the large front parking or print out a PDF version of the
lot by the baseballs fields and to application form and mail i: in.
walk toward Playhouse in the Following the 5K run/walk will
Park where the race will begin be the one mile fun run (entry
and finish. The race is USATF fee is $5). For more information,
certified and will have a com- contact Chelsey or Carla at
puterized timing system in (270)906-2161 or via e-mail at
place. To register. visit chelsey.cteemann@comop.org.

mom. e

Doctor Bills • Home Improvements
Insurance • Taxes• Unexpected Expenses
...or any other reason

Welcomes...

Avdilahle Montkn', Thursah
10 am-4 Inn

Swimming Pool. For more
information or to register for the
classes, call the Calloway
Chapter of the Red Cross at
(270) 753-1421.
• Join Heather Richmond,
MCCH Registered Dietitian, for
the presentation "Small Steps to
Change" on Tuesday. Feb. 22.
from 4-4:30 p.m. in the Center
for Health and Wellness
Classroom. Participants will
learn the importance of journaling and implementing small.
manageable changes. For more
information, call (270) 7621348.
• On Tuesday, Feb. 24, from
12:30-1 p.m. in the Center for
Health and Wellness Classroom,
Courtney Mattmiller. MSU
Exercise Science intern, will
lead "A Healthy Stretch." She
will instruct you in this first of a
series of stretching workshops.
These workshops are geared
towards demonstration to help
you learn some simple stretching techniques that may help
prevent injuries while at work
and during exercise. For more
information, call (270) 7621348.
For more information on programs or free screenings at the
Center for Health & Wellness,
call (270)762-1348.

5K run/walk to be held on Feb. 12

SS.

ered
Lainislassed
.ks.
legiterthe
mis.gos
free
(40amled.
free
ar
klso
nail

(270) 762-1806 or 1(800)8221840. ext. 1806. Pre-registration
is required.
• Come join us for a LapB
a
n
d
®
Educational/Informational
Seminar on Thursday. Feb. 10.
from 6-7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. This is
recommended for those 18 and
older who are overweight with a
Body Mass Index greater than
35. Join Dr. Brian Swain and
learn more about this new procedure offered at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. To
reserve your spot. contact
Bariatric Solutions at(270)7621547.
• The American Cancer
Society will offer "Look
Good.. Feel Better" at the
Center for Health & Wellness
Conference Room on Monday.
Feb. 21 from 6-8 p.m. The class
is a free, non-medical, brandneutral public service program
to help women offset appearance-related changes from cancer treatments. For more information, call Angie Hutchings at
(270) 435-4455 or (270) 4354614.
• American Red Cross Swim
Lessons will begin Monday,
Feb. 21. from 7-8 p.m. at the
Center for Health and Wellness

sattml.1%

tillle% 111 .IppOilM114111 Orli\

1406 N. 12th Suite P • Murray •753-4700

We Have $1,000 for just $5122
Money $2,000 for just $8930
For You! $3,000 for just $11552
Personal
Finance
Company

1701 St. Rt. 121 N
Suite B
Murray, KI. 42071
12701 767-0382

Bo Overcast

Overcast
completes
auction
Special to the Ledger
GRANDVIEW, Mo. - Bo
Overcast has successfully completed
the
course
in
Auctioneering and Auction
Sales Management at the
Missouri Auction School.
The diploma included the
honorary title of Colonel. The
honorary title of Colonel is a
tradition dating from the Civil
War.
The concentrated course is
conducted by the Missouri
Auction School at the world's
largest training center. The
training included lectures and
workshops featuring prominent
auctioneers from throughout
America and participating in
selling numerous public auctions in nearby communities.
Subjects covered included
antiques. livestock, furniture,
business liquidation, real estate.
auto, machinery, general merchandise, and all types of estate
auctions.

‘••••••(
no•••••••••••
HAPPENINGS
by Jeruse Howard
We base been enuscing or nise warm
building this week ii mac he sold out•
side but we are keeping it hot inside with
all our activities We are ecing to wind
down trom our exciting Western Week
We thought we get to rest a little hut no
such luck there is lust too much going 011
and we don I want to miss :Inc thing
We stiuts-d •sir week Mt with desotion
foun Br,' Ryker Wilson Iron. Locust
Croce Baptist Church Then we had
music from Richard Dennis the tun, man
hand We sure do lose r
111l1•14. and
being entertained We also base reallc
entosed our firepkbe during this sold
..11C11 We 11.11C hot sh,01.11C 111.11:00d1,
while Mr Winter keeps Iskfwing hi, sold
311 outside We were',' relreced to hear
'Phil- the groundhog didn't see his shad
in and spring will soil'', he coining
One of run emplocees selehrated her
birthday this week We All want to wish
111111 (one, .5 good one and we won't
.1.k how mans this is kround litre
we ari rmls As k.1,1 as we tel and that is
u•ualls 'tell'. soling
Ne are sontinuim.f
ill stud, itt
knieri, and talked About Illinois this
week his so nice to -hate all
ashen
lures It these places and learn more about
eac h states kisiois 111 11.0 1111,0,
1111g Iii
studs Chi,ago and (nun flies acre s to, •
ered in c.o ninth mow She are thankful it
missed us this tone and liked to waish the
!fume, we Ihe11011
We tin,hed
\Wilk out with Super
Howl actismes And A big Stipei Bowl
parts We 1,-sod watching tout hug
'steer l's and set11111 .111 he -ills k.111
1114,1k I al, S01111: 01 us think the halt iime
show and the sommarckils are the hest
part Well we look toi- wAid to nest week
Anal All ..to \alcinine testis me.

....Vothing else looks orfeels
like home but we come close
54 Itterback Rd • Murray, Psy
Phone 12'01 -CW-8700 • 1-88P-231.S014
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.12 per word per day.
'0 , ,. i r., tor •-•11.1r1',,iker 'MI, ' I I - •1 ilni,g , tiltii'
,Mart /nilVi•I /
maintains the right to reject or edit any suiroten
I

Smart Saver

F.10 an.
to a.m.
Fri. 10

Tuesday

Mon. 10 am

Wednesday

Mon 12 p M

Thursday
Ffiday

Wed, 12 a.m.

Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m
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40', Discount 3rd Run.
I AN I 'Li' .1,1144 R111, ISISt• I ,,111 l'
11,,,,
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
i i NI 1 A 1 )'-)

Accepting Bids For Financial Audit Murray Electric
System is currently accepting bids for the audit of
financial saternents for a term of 5 .ears beginning
June 30. 2011 To recieve a copy of the REP please
contact the financial manager at Murray Electric
System at 401 Olive Street.Murray. Kentucky or at
12701753-5312 Murray Electric System will be
accepting bids through 3:00 pm on Friday. March
11, 2011 at their office located at 401 Olive St rect
Murray, Kentucky

CUSTOM BEEF
Pasute Raised
Grain Fed
No Growth Hormones
No Antibiotics
By the Quarter

Cut to your
specifications
STUBBLEFILED
FARM
Murray, KY
853-0528
kistubb@ apex net
Faye s Custom

Embroidery &
Screen Printing
1E04 Hwy 121
Bypass Mort,.
1270)7534743
trnorray-ky net

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although

persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.

Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

DISCLAIMER
When at cessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wchpage at
mum",ledgercom.
you will be redoected
to johnetwork.com

GOOD used air conditioner, stove. refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

Call Ashley Morris
or Natasha. Hutson to place an ad
(270)15 3-1916

150

$3 00' Bale
753-1287

default.
Murray and local nib
listing.r will appear on
this websue.
However, as a national
wehsite. not all listings
on the rohnetworl, com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have am
questions regarding
itte Munay area
Joh listings Thank you

Lake area convenience
store. Must be mature,
reliable, honest, (lexible, great with customers and willing to
work weekends. Part
time to start, possible
full time Exp. helpful
Call
279-293-9284
Part time book keeper,
collecting plus deposit
agent. Manager of
rental property. Must
be familliar witn computer program similar
to Quicken.
Light
house keeping. shopping, and occasional
apt cleaning. Must
have reliable transportation. Starting pay
$8 00/hr plus gas
allowance.
r 270)752-0201

PECO
Accepting
resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to.
P.O.Box 363
Murray, KY.
42071 •

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WAR51-1ELIKINs

O5 E South 12th Sr

(270)753-1713
160
Home Furnishings

COOK apply in person
at Stop Light Cafe in
Puryeur

CURRENTLY seeking
an
experienced
Service
Advisor.
Requiring experience
in the automotive field
for scheduling, data
entry and
inventory
managecareer
ment. Great
opportunity, outstanding co-workers and

hard working environment.
Applicants
should be sea-motivated. ambitious, goal oriented, result driven and
eager to provide great
customer
service.
Send resumes to 701
Main St, Murray, KY
42071.
Central in
Sleep
Murray, KY is seeking
Care
Patient
Coordinators to joie our
team Computer skills
a
are
must. E0E,AAfiv1FDV
Please send resume to
Sleep Central 104 Max
Hurl Drive Murray, KY
e-mail
or
42071
Cheryl_pierce rotech
Corr

sales
consultant.
Looking for people that
are customer focused.
motivated to improve
and have strong people
skills. Great opportunity for experienced and
inexperienced individuals to start a lucrative
career with a highly
successful automotive
dealer.
No previous auto sales
experience is needed.
but previous retail
sales of any type will
be considered a positive.
Please send
resumes to 701 Main
Street. Murray. KY
42071.
Equal
Opportunity Employer.
Applicants must be 18
years old or older and
have a valid US driver's license.
090
Domestic & Childcare

HOME cleaning servic

Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
me a call 731-3363891 references available

MDfA COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs Upgrades

759.3556

293-8566
4BR. C/Fi/A, all appliances Coleman RE

Musical

DJ & Sound
We Train Youth

utilities paid $250/mo
No pets 767-9037
Rentals

We accept Section

2BR and lot.

$12,900
Available in Feb 14
places sold so far.
Dont miss out!
(270)7534012

3BR $295 00
753-6012

price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109
1BR all appliances with
W/13. 1619 Chris Drive
$350.00/mo with
deposit call
270-703-3260
2BR 1 BA Townhouse
with
WiD
$475$500/month
Please
call 270-753-7559

&

4BR

? Medicare Supplements
? Medicare Select
? Medicare Advantage
? Medicare R/X Plan

home
located
in
Whanell
Estates,
Central Heat'AC. 2-car
garage, all appliances
furnished $900/mo
one year lease. references
&
depose
required.
Cali
(270)753-1713-Day
(270)753-3827-Night
Large 3BR Duplex
2BA. 1 car garage, all
appliances, no pets,
year lease & deposit,
$800/mo.
1BR at University
Heights $325/mo. No
pets, year lease &
deposit 293 5427.
VERY nice 3814 with
garage. C/FliA, and
appliances. Coleman
RE
753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Phone 759-4984

Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled Large deck
with great view W/D,
refrigerator,
stove
Very quiet All utilities
paid including electric
5600 mo plus deposit
270-492-8211

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183

753-9224

Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
Phone: 270-753-1565
Cell: 270-210-2533

I

Call Ashley Morris or
Natasha Hutson
75.3.-1916
and place your ad today!
2x2 $12.00 a week
2x1 $6.00 week
13 Week contract
Runs on Monda)

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

lox 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 hi. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

•-MSU STUDENTS
WELCOME"•
3BR, IBA.
detached garage. 1
mile east of Murray
No pets. $600/month,
lease + security & gas
deposit. Call

270-753-1718
1628 Olive. 28R 1BA.
Practically on campus
Appliances
include
WO refng, and stove
4865085
1BR, Lease & Deposit.
No Pets; 270-7530728. 270-994-3308
2BR. 1BA, 2-car
garage. large yard, partially fenced. $550 plus

SUBSCRIBE

. 753-2905
Garland Rentals, Inc. has now acquired

mini storage needs, please call

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

Business Center. Visit our other

4,0111P
1

1
1

('triter of I I 1). 8. ilendalv.

IONIO $25 10x15 $40
12701 436-2524
12701 293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarr Rd
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Storage
Available

Space
Main St ,

Hazel
270-753-8623

a subscription to the
MIRRA1

locations at 1900 N. 12th MBC Storage

1-11.)GER &r.11,111,S

or 641 North Murray Store & Lock.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
S30.00
$35.00
6 mo.
$55.00 3 mo.
563.00
1 or.
$105.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
5110.00

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 s. 4TH ST.

1
1
1
1
1

270-753-2905 our office is located at

Pets & Supplies

Commerical Prop. For rant

I

145x 175ft, perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or 270978-0876

07
1920
sq-ft.
3BR3BA , open concept, hardwood floors
living/kitchen, vaulted
ceiling, carpeted bedrooms,
tile
bathrooms/utility.
4.25
acres located 5nni from
city. county taxes, city
water. $194.500.00.
767-0028.293-1133

753-3853

1900 N. 12th St. Suite A in the Murray

1850 St. At. 121S

1414 Oakhill
Dr.,
Campbell
Estates,

812 Whltnell Ave.

Hwy 94 & Hwy 280. For your boat and

Downtown

Murray

Commercial
Prime
Building. 1 850 soli.
Available Feb 2011
Rent
$400-500
depending on length of
lease 865-705-5812

Retail Store Front
2.300sqlt,
2,200sgft Main St
Hazel, KY
270-753-8623
RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+$1000 00/month
270-492-8211

2 female lawn boxe
puppies $250.00 each
382-2472

Rest of Ii171'N
1, A Ri h 1

I St. Address

De), , /st , •

('itv•
I State

1

Farm fresh chicken
eggs $1 50/dozen call

227-6086

1

Subscriptions
mo.
$75.00
mo.
$96.00
I yr.

Money Order

each. Cash Only
270-492-8062

390
L•vestock & Supplies

All Other Mail

1

3 mo_....$70.50
6 mo.
$90.00
I yr
$120.00

A.P.R.I
Registered
Boston Terrier Pups
Born November 30th. I Check
vet checked, shots and
wormed to date. $350
Name

5

9

lblInull) ix5t21 *

Horoscope

Murray !edger & limes I at
Housing Act Notice

G & W Storage located at Junction of

3
1

1 8
6
7
4
96

Is your mailbox filling up with
material that is confusing?
Let me help you understand it.

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BUSINESS

9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

340

security 978-7441

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Houses
C/H/A

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday, Friday

Houses For Rent

1BR

7

201 S. 3rd • Murray, ISN 42071

EXTRA nice 3BR, 2BA

EFFICIENCY apartments for rent Some

(270)978-1961

and moved $10,000
Call 227-8721 after
4pm

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

OF MURRAY, KY

Murray 270-753-0259

270-753-8556
Ict
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 30edroom Apts.

1994 Atlantic 38R
2BA Needs some work

SUDC

Concepts Sudoll

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. 51,024 on Part A. $135 on
Part ft Call me for more information.
Vila

3814, 1 SBA, garage 8
workshop, stove, dishwasher,
no
pets

(BR & 2BR Apt.

Bands!

270
Mobile homes Fm Sale

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Locations
Coleman RE
270 753 9898

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive

GARLAND

deposit & references
No Pets 270-753-1059
2BR, 2BA, 1 car
garage all appliances
including WiD, excellent
condition
$725/month
rent
$725/deposit.
270-293-8919
2BR, close to MSU.
Coleman RE
753-9899
Available
Various

tst Full Mo. Rent Free

Girder. Piano, Drums
Voice & rnore
Piano Tuning

220

Mord inflationary cost
Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan

FREE HELP IN CLAIM F'ILININ FOR MY CLIENTS

2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826
2BR. 1BA. C/H/A, all
appliances $350

3

upstairs. Laundry room
and water provided.
519-2699.

Pick

up c de/very

es 227-7129
Super Cleaning

$525/mo. +1/mo. security-deposit, no pets
please Call
492-8586 after-6prn or

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
403 Chestnut St.

FIREWOOD

SEEKING automotive
APPLICATIONS being
accepted for electrical
journeymen
and
apprentices, data and
security tech Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-A, Murray. KY
42071.

$600/month, no pets.
753-2225.
2BR. 2BA duplex,

presently has two bedroom apartments available Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905.
1 & 2BR apartments.
Midway. Lease, references, & deposit. No
Pets. 270-753-0859.
270-753-5214
LARGE 2BR $550/mo.
5550/deposit. Lease
and references. No
pets. 1606 D Miller

1270)210-6267

the Deductibles!'

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
2BR apt partially fur
nished. some utilities
paid, no pets, $300/mo.
767-9037
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
water
furnished.

Equal opportunit,,

Kubota L2800. 5
woods bush hoe. 6
disc. 2009 Scag zero
turn mower
270-227-9043
210
Firewood

1./aller,
Pre-Arrangement See rale,/

• •I

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

753-9898
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N. 3RD
753-1502
SALE,
Mattress sets starting
at $149 95! Special
extra savings on all
furniture!

,
./1

de de de de

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has great bargains at

270-753-4161
HAY for sale

Lou V. MeGary
mto- Adwy Pal

20 words- One week
MO 1 9.00

(270)759-9694

- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE

-Line Ad Special-

WANTED: car batteries. Top prices paid

Trends-N- Treasures
Kids Welcome! Buy
and appraise coins

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficient, 38R, 2BA 2car garage. 2.240 sq.
ft. cathedral ceilings,
concrete
driveway,
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559-2032.

1BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORi

cioltolegeObear*,

Articles
For Sale

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

VISA

54

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

NOTICE

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
[Riverfield Estates.
ISBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Thur. 10 .i.m.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Want to Buy

private showing
270-753-2905

matter

N.Ji 1...IN

FInnrs.

Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Living. Call for your

DEADLINES

58.50 Column Inth, 60'• Discount 2nd Run,

The publisher

I

BRAND new 38R 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.

classifiedOmurrayiedger.co to
11
-7

Murray Ledger & Tin

$145.00

Visa

M/C

Daytime Ph.
'
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

HAPPY BIRTHDA
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2011:
This year. you are.energi
verbal, Sometimes
absolutely love this
expressive you. Other tinr
push people away. Be a,
the dimensions of your r
News from a distance c,
more touchy than in the
you are single, you meet
with ease. With your hot
an easy, steady bond m
difficult to achieve. R
becomes easy if yc
attached, once you soft(
style. Your sweetie will
come in closer as a resuli
RUS can be an albatross.

The Stars Show the
Day You'll Have: 5-D.s
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2
I -Difficult

ARIES (March 21-April 1
**** You might be
start, but you zoom by r
Accept a difficult person.
she is not changing for a
ever. A male friend co
unusually assertive. T
Where the action is.
TAURUS (April 20-May:
** Assume a low
Fatigue drags you down
could become difficult. Yol
the words to soothe his
soul. Be ready to back u
you say with action. Tonig
Js much R and R as pos:
GEMINI(May 21-June 21
***** Go for what yoK
When speaking to a gr.
people, express your in
lion. Fatigue could mark
or loved one who might t
cult. Go back and do
research as more facts E
Tonight: Where the crowd:
CANCER (June 21-July
*** An active stance su
no one. A family member
support your approach or
to get key matters under c
A partner or associate co
too assertive for your
Know that anything can hi
Tonight: Burning the can
both ends
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Make an effort
past another person's vitn
to get to the real issue. Th
son might not be abie to E
his or her stance, forcing
do the work to decipher
her message. Conversatio
allow more give-and-take
there is mutuality Ti
Follow the music.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22
**** You often defer to i
ner Today this person is
to pitch in. You might be

CLASSIFIEDS
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1•11.

I

BRAND new 3BR 28A
2 Car garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Finrirs.
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx 1800 SF
Living Call for your
private showing
270-753-2905

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
'BC Real Property
ProfessionaLs
293-7872

EMI

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient. 3BR, 2BA 2car garage. 2.240 sq.
11 cathedral ceilings.
concrete
driveway.
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781, 559-2032.

Usse Cars

Servos OfIsree

HOLLAND
AMOR IMES

YOUR AD
COUtD
IE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH'
CALL 753-1916

We Finance
hoffandmotorsaies.corn
270-753-4461 .
For Sale 1968 Mazda
Rx7 cons p.s p.b.
5spd. Sharp and fast.
$1,200.00. 978-6044
2000 Honda Civic EX
2 door, 136,000 miles,
automatic,
black,
dependable. good condition. $4.500 00
293-3769
1998 Mustang, lady
dnven. V6 5spd. Red
exteriorgray/black
interior. 32.760 miles.
Great car, $4.500.00
obo.
270-489-2432
270-205-1476

CHASE Futrell Lawn
Care. 8yrs exp
293-8814

}au can count on the
most experienctd
in West Ky.
403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728

[Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839

I

A&B Quality
New & Used
Furnitue
We buy anything
& sell evetyliiii'yr

(270)530-0450
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (87331
ADAMS Home
improvement
Additions, Remodeling
Rooting, Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer back hoe, and
track
work
hoe
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septi,tank pumping. Maioi
credit cards accopted
978-0404

its Dase (ireen
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Answer to previous puzzle

, 58
5
3
8
72

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
CHILDCARE.
Openings
available
now
Affordable.
Dependable.
M-F
5:30a. m -5.30p.m Sat
5 3C-I m-12noon call
27r 43-7067

Bawls Metrical
Services
Licensed & Insured
32 yrs exp.
Replace a Light or
Rewire your
entire House
New Construction!
Free Estimates!
270-978-1106
Frorn Drywall &
Painting-Pi
Bathrooms & :
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It Alt
No Job To Small'
' .270473-9916
ot visit" our Websile ,

sentucsosse
remodeling com

Sucicku .s a number-placmg puzzle based on a 99 god with
several grven numbers The object rs to place the numbers I to 9
in the empty squares so Mat each row each column and each
3,3 bc• contains the same number only once rhe dulbculty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases horn Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

ItigIt'13

fia0
Seniices Offered

F4
-3 8 1 5 2 9 7
9 7 5 3 4 6 2 8
2 1 6 8 7 9 5 4
8 5 7 9 6 3 4 1
6 9 1 4 2 7 8 3
3 4 2 5 1 8 6 9
7 6 4 2 9 1 3 5
5 2 3 7 8 4 1 6
1 8 9 6 3 5 7 2

6
1
3
2
5
7
8
9
4

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
sFlight Review
•Discovery Flight

cevrx

LOVELINE - $10 EACH
i 5/, (nor,. Mari 2.s v.oni,

Deadline for receipt of
photos S. love lines is
Wednesday, February 9
at 5PM.

Hugs 8. Kisses to
my Daddy
Chad Hughes

Mail information. penmen,. and sender 's name
and phone number to
1.19. Box UNA Murray. Al 42071 or come by
the office at 1001 14 hitnell Are. Murray
between 8:00a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Contact Ashley or Natasha at (270)753-lets
for more information.

270-293-5624
OBRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS.'
,•Locally owned
and operated
• Free Estimates
• LJC $ Ins

•

ei /eve Ivesa

I no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 %ord.,
SYS more Mt a double spot

PICK UP

•Licensed '& Insured

ype,c-sei

pine-tn°

PICTURES $12 EACH

270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny (Yaryan

Love,
Ava Hughes

ACTUAL SIZE OF AD

630
Services Offered

Services Offered

\\ \(.( \11 \I

FRAME S TREE
SERVICE 6. .
DE BFI'S REMOVAL
•24 KW:
Lniergenc'y Service
•Localty ovvned
IFkIn Frame
(270)2274140
4270)474-0a2'

o,vo,

inca.tc nasal rweeeetle

sec ntat. Mnonehial, Iti1~47 /5
,e4

(270)873-2098

1

• Weekly & special pickups
• locally ownedkperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Would like to assist
with the care of your
family member. Have
experience and references. 270-933-0613

Services Offered

Handyman Work
Odd Jobs, Repair,.
Home. Auto.
. Carpentry. Light
Electrical, Mobile
Welding. Yards. Tun

3 CRETE. LLC
Decorative.
Indwir Plaster
Conrete §ysten
Visit us at
(270) 293-7971

'A riding & Much M,
, Job Too Srnal+
Jacob
270-978-0278

Simmons Handyman

& Carpentry Service
Over 25 years Call
Don, Murray area
519-8570

•

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring.
Landscaping &
leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.

01 II

Fit al

7.53-1816 227-0611

Check us out on the web!

Horoscope
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HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Services Offered
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2011:
This year. you are energized and
verbal.
Sometimes
people
absolutely love this more
expressive you. Other times, you
push people away. Be aware of
the dimensions of your rhetonc.
News from a distance could be
more touchy than in the past. If
you are single. you nice( people
with ease. With your hot temper.
an easy. steady bond might be
difficult to achieve. Relating
becomes easy if you are
attached, once you soften your
style. Your sweetie will want to
come in closer as a result. TAURUS can be an albatross.

whelrned by others' need to get
to the bottom of a problem_
Everyone wants something done
yesterday. You can and will be
able to cover all the bases with
help. Tonight: Togetherness is
the theme.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** If you stop and consider
various situations, you could be
raining on your own parade -- the
problem is you. not others.
Rather than sabotage yourself.
express your emotions. Your creativity encourages a fiery display.
Tonight: Listen to a suggestion.
Take this person seriously.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your ability to make a difference reflects in your producThe Stars Show the Kind of tivity when you are focused.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: Evaluate what a family member
4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so: really expects. Keep the different
elements of your life separate.
This style of living might be necessary with all the needy people
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You might be slow to in your life. Tonight: Working too
start, but you zoom by midday. late'
Accept a difficult person. He or SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
she is not changing for a while. if 21)
ever. A male friend could be ***** Once more, let your
unusually assertive. Tonight: imagination flow You might push
away a friend who is touchy, but
Where the action is.
you cannot remain positive and
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Assume a low profile. upbeat with "that someone"
Fatigue drags you down A boss around. Self-expression remains
could become difficult. You know highlighted Your words are
the words to soothe his or her heard, Tonight: Talking up a
soul. Be ready to back up what storm.
you say with action. Tonight. Get CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Stay anchored and direct
_is much R and R as possible.
Fatigue marks your professional
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Go for what you want.
When speaking to a group of
people. express your 'magmahon. Fatigue could mark a child
or loved one who might be diffi-..
cult. Go back arid do more
research as more facts appear.
Tonight: Where the crowds are.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** An active stance surprises
no one. A family member doesn't
support your approach or desire
to get key matters under control.
A partner or associate could be
too assertive for your taste.
Know that anything can happen
Tonight: Burning the candle at
both ends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Make an effort to get
past another person's vitriol and
to get to the real issue. This person might not be able to explain
his or her stance. forcing you to
do the work to decipher his or
her message Conversations will
allow more give-and-take once
there is mutuality. Tonight.
Our customized
Follow the music
massages are a great
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
gift for new romances
**** You often defer to a partor tor your
happy
ner Today this person is
sweetheart of a lifetime'
to pitch in. You might be over-

Treat Your
Special
Valentine
to a
Relaxing
Massage
from
res.,

interactions. You Could be too
involved sometimes, and not taking good care of yourself. You
might decide to spend a lot of
money in order to add to your
comfort. A family member is
delighted by your focus. Tonight:
Deal with a situation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You might be uncomfortable or too direct. You wonder
what is going on and have a
tremendous need for answers.
Someone close could walk away
from you, causing more conflict.
Be patient, and you'll get
answers. Tonight: Hanging out
with a friend.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Curb a tendency to overdo
it. What you think is helping
could be quite off. More and
more, a partner becomes closed
off. Take some time alone to center before you cause yourself a
problem. Ask yourself what role
money plays in your life. Tonight:
Fun doesn't need to cost.
BORN TODAY
Actor Gary Coleman (1968),
comedian Robert Klein (1942),
singer Claudette Pace (1968)
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2011 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Conservation District announces
cost share funding program
Special to the Ledger
The
Calloway.
County
Conservation
District
will
accept requests for cost share
funding under the Kentucky
Soil Erosion and Water Quality
Cost Share Program from now
until Feb. 28.
The Kentucky Soil Erosion
and Water Quality Cost Share
Program
created
by
the
Kentucky General Assembly to
help agricultural operations protect the soil and water resources
of Kentucky. This program is a
result of House Bill 377 that
was passed in the 1994 General
Assembly. This bill established
annual cost share funds to be
administered by conservation
districts with priority given to
animal waste related problems
and agricultural district participants where pollution problems
have been identified. Initial
funding for the program will be
provided by the Kentucky
Department of Agnculture.
Funding for practices will he
approved by the Soil and Water
Conservation Commission and
the Kentucky Div ision of
Conservation.
located
in
Frankfort, as funds are available.
For more information. visit

the
Calloway
County
Conservation Office, located at
88 Robertson Road S.. Murray.

Monday. through Friday froth 8
a.m. to 5 p.m.. or can t2'70) 7670491.

PACKAGES

UNDER'S()
('
,ices valid for first 12 months Requres 24 month Agreement

Mike
Jack Wood
Owners

F tV1 4 I R K.
AUTHORIZED RETAILER

Wood Electronics
(On the Court Square) Murray, KY

753-0530
[Natal Horne Advantage plan reguaes
monn, agieernerit and c.ei.t
Cancellation fee of S 50/month •ernaming applies if senace is rev-rated belofe
end of agreement Free Standard Professional Installation oniy Upfront and
lees mair aPlkbr Prices. Packages and programming sublect to change aat.,
,
,,a not,ce
Additional lestrictions may apply Offer avail:024e fa; new and dualned fornso, richl. Inets and ends 5/17/1

EARLY BIRD MOWER TUNE UP

Beat the Rush & Save!
only

PUSH MOWERS

$49"

Check Firing. Check & Adjust Carburetor, Sharpen Blade. Clean Air
Filter. Change Oil. Lube. New Spark Plug.

plus tax

RIDING MOWERS
Baskets
variety
now evailebte in a make
we
oi once ranges.
Massage Thz:rapy an
affordable gilt this A
Valentine's
Day!
Gift Cards & Gift

only

Check Firing, Check & Adjust Carburetor. Check Battery. Check Air
Pressure, Clean Air Filter, Change Oil & Filter. Sharpen Blade. Check
Belts & Pulleys. New Spark Plug.

$11995
plus tax

COMMERCIAL MOWERS
Check Firing. Check & Adjust Carburetor, Check Battery. Check Air
Pressure, Clean Air Filter, Change Oil & Filter. Sharpen Blade. Check
Belts & Pulleys. New Spark Plugs.

only

$149
plus tax

Prices good through Feb. 28th only' FREE Pickup & Delivery within 5 miles.
1710 C Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY 42071

Lamb's Small Engine

270.761 REST
www.t heretret0911119TTOY&910

101 Industrial Rd.. Murray, KY • 753-2925
Mon.- ri. 8-4 • Sat. 8-12

COMICS / FEATURES
Woman fights her sentimental
attachment to greeting cards

8 • Monday • F ebrua ry 7. 2011

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Abusc ol 0.xvoirtin has f1166&Ceti a massive deitnup initiative, "Operation Doylies! 2010" in
eastern Kentucky. but impact of
the drug in Calloway County has
been minimal so far. More than
2(X) users were arrested during
the initiative's first official day.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charle•
Morris. and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Sheldon Toews.
Hannah Marie Dodd. 6-monthold daughter of Quinten and
Stephanie Dodd of Murray.
received a trophy and banner for
second runner-up Baby Miss Valentine 0-12 months in Murray 's Valentine Pageant.
Twenty years ago
Five students from Calloway.
County were named to University of Kentucky Dean's List for
the fall semester. They are Scott
Steven Gordon. Melanie Blair
Julian, Gary Richard Price. Angela
Sue Rogers and Tommy Gale West,
Jt
Murray artists Barbara Snyder.
Barbara Gardner and Lyn Cry sler
are exhibiting their work at Frame
Village in Murray_
Published is a picture of Claretta Newport, the housekeeper at
Oakhurst at Murray University.
with a collection of 16 matryoshka dolls from the Soviet Union
on display at the president's residence. Each doll except the largest
one fits into the next largest size.
Thirty years ago
Jena Hoke Was crowned Calloway County High School basketball Homecoming Queen Friday night in a ceremony between
the junior varsity and varsity games
with Farmington.
Howard D. Mathis of Murray.
employed hs the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home of Murray and who
recently graduated from the Kentucky School of Mortuary Science. Louisville. has received his
license from the State Board of
Embalmers and Funeral Directors
of Kentucky.
Yours, Mine And Ours moved
to its location Jan. 29 to 117 S.

4th Street to better ser‘e its Cu'
tomer•
Forty years ago
The has lest snow of the year
fell on Murray and Calloway County today with an accumulation ot
4 1/2 inches.
A special electnin is set for
Feb 9 on the proposed 13 cents
per 1,100 assessment of property
in the Calloway County School District.
Elected as new officers of the
Murray-Calloway County Youth
Scholars were David Hall. Vicki
Lowery, Betty Jo Ward, Kathy
Thompson. Debbi Rogers. Alan
Spencer. Johnnie Stockdale. Bill
Adams, Mary Ann Taylor and Bruce

DEAR ABBY: How long
should I hold onto greeting cards
from family.
and friends
send
who
them on my
birthday and
holidays? I
guilty
feel
throwing
away somethat
thing
someone
time and
Dear Abby spent
money on for
hut
By Abigail
they're doing
nothing more
Van Buren
than taking up
space in a drawer. -- CLUTTERED
DEAR CLUTTERED: Don't
feel guilty. Contact a children's hospital, nursery school, nursing home
or senior center and ask whether
they would like the greeting cards
to use for craft projects. However, be sure to cut off identifying
names and addresses before you
donate them. Alternatively, consider taking them to a recycling
center.

Fifty years ago
Work is about complete on the
addition of the Calloway. County
Health Center at North Seventh
and Olive Streets, according to
R.L.Cooper. administrator.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Tnpp:
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Adams; and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Miller.
The Murray College High
School Chapter of Future Business Leadets of America installed
a FBLA Chapter at Calloway County High School, Greta Brooks is
president of the Murray College
High School FBLA and Wendall
Lovett is president of the new
Calloway County High chapter.
Sixty years age
Judge Camille Kelley of Memphis. Tenn.. will speak on "Delinquent Angels" at the meeting tomorrow of the Murray High School
Parent-Teacher Association.
Kentucky' Governor Lawrence
Weatherby and other officials are
making a tour of the western part
of the state.
The Almo High School basketball team lost to Hardin 5641. The Murray State College Racers won their 17th basketball game
of the season when they beat Evansville 70-61.
The annual Speech Festival will
be held March 22-24 at the auditorium of Murray State College.

04004

DEAR ABBY: I have employed
the same cleaning lady every week
for nearly' 20 years. She worked
for my grandparents before rue.
"Dora" is 70 and shows no hint
of retiring. In fact, she tells me
from time to time she has no
intention of ever stopping
Although I admire Dora's spunk.
the truth is she is becoming increasingly careless in her work. I often
come home to find something broken. knocked over or spilled. I
can see she has trouble managing the stairs and carrying the
vacuum cleaner. I know she needs
the income and I can't imagine
letting her go. What can I do? - HOUSEBROKEN
HOUSEBROKEN:
DEAR
Point out the broken, spilled or
knocked-over items and ask Dora
what happened. Then offer to
schedule her for an eye exam if
she can't afford one herself. She

may be breaking and spilling things
because she has a vision problem that is correctible.
If that doesn't resolve the problem. have Dora come to you every
other week, and hire a cleaning
crew to fill in and do the "heavy
lifting" in the week she's not
there. That was. Dora will have
her dignity, a lighter load and
some income. And you'll have a
house that's spick-and-span, and
no guilt' conscience.
•N,00

DEAR ABBY: Two years ago,
my boyfriend. "Dwight," and I
set a date for our wedding. He
wanted to he married on his birthday. We happily announced the date
to all our family and friends.
Six months ago, Dwight
informed me that his divorce is
taking longer than expected and
the wedding date would have to
be changed. I was very upset. I
refused to set another one until
after his divorce is final.
Now as the original date
approaches. Dwight is mentioning things he'd like to do on has
birthday. Abby. it was supposed
to be my wedding day! I do not
want to go to an action-adventure movie that day. I don't know
what to do with all the feelings
of sadness associated with that
missed date. Am I being childish? Should I just celebrate his
birthday the way he wants? -DEPRESSED
DEAR DEPRESSED: Your
sadness may be less about depression than anger -- turned inward.
While I sympathize with your disappointment, you need to accept
that when you date a man who
is still married. this goes with the
territory.
Because you are close enough
that you had set a wedding date,
you should also be close enough
to discuss your feelings. It is
understandable that you don't feel
like celebrating this birthday, and
intelligent of you not to set another date until he is actually free
to marry you. Do nothing that
makes you uncomfortable.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Feb. 7. the
38th day of 2011 There are 327
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 7. 1936. President
Franklin D. Roosevelt authorized
a flag for the office of the vice
president.
On this date:
In 1857, a French court acquitted author Gustave Flaubert of
obscenity for his serialized novel
"Madame Bovary."
In 186i. the general council

of the Choctaw Indian nation adopt- sein died of cancer at age 63; he
ed a resolution declaring alle- was succeeded by his eldest son.
giance with the South in the Abdullah.
Ten years ago: The Senate
event a permanent dissolution of
the American Union takes place." voted to release $582 million :ri
In 1943. the government dues owed the United Nations
announced the start of shoe Death claimed singer-actress Dale
Evans at age 88 and author Anne
rationing, limiting consumers to
buying three pairs per person for Morrow Lindbergh. widow of aviator C harles Lindbergh, at age 94.
the remainder of the year.
In 1948. Oen. Dwight D. Eisen- - 'Five years ago: some 10.0Qp
hower resigned as Army chief of mourners. including four U.S. pres
staff: he was succeeded by Gen. Alin& said' goodbye to Coretta
Scott King during a service in
Omar Bradley.
In 1999. Jordan's King Hus- Lithonia. Ga.
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GREAT. THE DOCTOR
HOW DID
YOUR PHYSICAL 541D MY BLOOD
GO, DUSTIN"? I PRE59URE
WAS
EXCELLENT. 4

YES, YOU'RE
MORE 0; A CARRIER
THAN A VICTIM..

Ak,FI VI IE.I_ID/K:20
ALL-

FOR ONe THING,
SHE
ME

LIZ 10 DIFFERENT FROM
KNOWN
1.146. OTHER GIRL

LIKES

rye

a

ing first in most cases. Most sulferers are first diagnosed 61, ith lupus
because of this. but as symptoms
progress, the diagnosis of MCTD
is then made.
Symptoms may include Raynaud's disease (which may present years before other symptoms).
malaise (feeling unwell), fatigue.
mild fever, swollen joints and/or
hands, puffy fingers. myalgia(muscle pain) and anhralgias Omni
pain).
There is no cure, but treatment is available. Mild cases may
not require treatment at all. Moderate to severe cases may need
daily medication with non-steroidal
drugs
anti-inflammatory
(NSAIDs), such as over-the-counter ibuprofen or naproxen sodium
ibuprofen,
prescription
and
oxaprozin and others. These work
to reduce inflammation and pain.
Methotrexate and corticosteroids,
such as prednisone. may also be
prescribed. These drugs work to
suppress the immune system, thus
reducing inflammation and pain.
Other immunosuppressant drugs
may he used if symptoms are
more like one particular disorder,
rather than an equal or near-equal
combination of them. For example. those primanly with lupuslike symptoms may benefit from
drugs used to treat lupus.
There are no known risk factors for developing MCFD. and
there is no known cause. Complications of the disease and its
treatment can include heart disease, pulmonary hypertension, possible pregnancy' complications
(studies curiently conflict) and
side effects of long-term corticosteroid use.
Now to your advice regarding
fainting. Dehydration can he a
serious problem, especially when
combined with laxative overuse.
This is especially true in the elderly who may already be on several medications and have other
health concerns. Laxatives should
only be used sparingly, if at all,
because they can cause dehydration and dependence

.%
C

A TOAST
TO BAKING
SODA
Dear
Heloise:
Recently,
some TOAST
CAUGHT
FIRE in our
by
toaster oven.
Heloise
My husband
came from the
other end of our home. and I told
him to get the box of baking soda
from the freezer door. We were
able to put out the fire with three
handfuls of baking soda. It appears
that we should always keep the
box of baking soda in the front
of the refrigerator or freezer instead
of letting it get buried in the cabinet. It saved us time and immediately put out the flames.,.- M.K.
in Florida
Wow! A close call! I. too, have
had toast almost catch fire in the
toaster oven -- a relatively new
one. too. It does seem to really
heat up quickly! So now, I do
not leave the kitchen when I'm making toast. Baking soda should be
handy in every kitchen, just for
emergencies like this. Baking soda
can be used to put out small fires
(not electncal), freshen a carpet
and clean the sink! For more

money-saving hints, you can have
my six-page pamphlet by sending
$5 and a long, self-addressed,
stamped (61 cents) envelope to:
Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O. Box
795001. San Antonio, TX 782795001. Buy two or three boxes at
a time, and keep one in every
bathroom, too, for quick cleanups.
Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for
dental floss:
* As a clothesline for lightweight clothes when traveling or
camping.
• Cut through food like cake.
cheese, jellied cianberry sauce.
hard-boiled eggs. etc.
• Sew on a patch.
• Clean between cracks in furniture.
Heloise
KITCHEN RAGS
Dear Heloise: I use washcloths
from economy packs sold at bigbox stores. They are handy around
the kitchen sink, as polish cloths
and for emergency. cleanups. It
makes shining up appliances after
cleaning super easy. You don't
have to worry about ruining a
sponge or dishcloth. Most of the
time, the cloth dries between uses
or overnight. It can be washed
repeatedly, and the washcloths are

so inexpensive, you can have several in order to use a clean one
daily. -- Lois Belcher in San Angelo, Texas
STORING BOOKS
Dear Readers: Have you ever
noticed how books get a musty
odor when you store them? To
help prevent this from happening,
store them short-term in a dry place,
and make sure they are in an airtight plastic container. Add a sock
filled with activated charcoal to
the box to help reduce odor. -Heloise
EASY ON
Dear Heloise: I have arthritis.
I had to struggle to get on pantyhose, so I have switched to thighhighs. They are more comfortable
and come in all sizes. -- Mary in
Dana, Ind.
SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: One of my pet
complaints is when my husband
and I go out to eat and we find
that the salt and pepper shakers
have not been wiped clean. Maybe
a public request through your forum
to the restaurant managers to
remember to wipe the salt and
pepper shakers could be made for
a more sanitary eating experience.
-- Kay, via e-mail
102011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Sports Editor
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Regarding your past columns about "growing pains," I had such severe pain
in my knees as a your,: teen that
I could barely walk I was told
it was due to a growth spurt and
to just learn to ltve with it. I had
no fevers, redness or swelling.
but just a few
later
years
was hit with
MCTD.
including
rheumatoid
arthritis. I am
that
happy
you told the
child's granny
to look for
other sympDr. Gott toms.
such as
fever. etc., but
By
I think the
Dr. Peter Gott pediatrician
should have
looked into doing some blood
work to rule out other possibilities.
On another topic: For all those
elderly people out there who have
*fainting fits,' the "woozies' or
the "spins,' drink a couple of
glasses of water. My dad used to
conk out for no apparent reason.
and it usually turned out that he
did not consume enough fluids
and overused laxatives. We would
get him to the ER and after IV
hydration, he would snap out of
it. Removal of laxatives from the
house and closer monitoring of
his fluid intake helped keep him
on his feet.
DEAR READER: Mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD) is
an uncommon autoimmune disorder, meaning that the body's
immune system attacks itself. It
is sometimes referred to an as
overlap disease because it causes
symptoms similar to those associated with lupus. polymyositis.
scleroderma and, sometimes,
rheumatoid arthritis.
MCTD most often occurs in
women in their 20s and 30s.
Symptoms generally occur gradually with signs of lupus appear-
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PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL:
11 MISHALL CO.55,
MURRAY 52

COLLEGE BASKETBALL:
MURRAY STATE 67, AUSTIN PE.AY 58

FINALLY 1ST!
RACERS TAKE
OVER OVC'S TOP
SPOT; RETURN
HOME LOSS TO
AUSTIN PEAY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. — While
the rest of their teammates sit quietly
on the bus en route from hotel to arena
on road trips, Jeffery McClain and Ed
Daniel are the troublemakers at the
back.
Fortunately for Murray State.
McClain and Daniel gave Austin Peay
all sons of trouble early in Saturday's
first-place Ohio Valley Conference
showdown at the sold-out Dunn
Center.
The pair of Racer posts took care of
the dirty work, grabbing offensive
rebounds and limiting Austin Peay's
opportunities inside while their teammates slogged their way through a first
half in which they shot 19 percent over
the first 15 minutes and started the
night 0-for-6 from three-point range.
Thanks to the efforts of McClain
and Daniel. Murray State never lost
track of the Governors, heating up just
before the half and blowing past bewildered Austin Peay in the second, taking
over the top spot in the OVC with a 6758 victory.
"We feed off each other." McClain
said of his relationship with Daniel.
who earned the starting nod alongside
him back in December. It kind of goes
back to me and him on the bus. We sit
beside each other, and before the game,
we get real, real hyped. We're listening
to music on the back of the bus going
crazy while everyone else is pretty
calm. I think that carries over to the
game."
In vanquishing the Governors,
Murray State takes over sole possession of first place in the OVC for the
first time this season.
Austin Peay listed attendance at
4,853 in the 4,500 capacity arena.
Murray State fans occupied nearly a
full upper section behind one of the
baskets. As MSU head coach Billy
Kennedy walked off the floor after the
victory, he raised his arms and
acknowledged the fans, later saying he
didn't realize how many had made the
trip until leaving the floor
"The weather's had outside, and to
look up there and see the whole section
full, that just gave me chills to see that
kind of support and enthusiasm." he
said.
Players said the rematch with
Austin Peay. which won a controversyriddled 66-64 decision in Murray on
national television in January, has been
in the backs of their minds since.
It showed early, as Isaiah Canaan
admitted he and his teammates came
out "a little too hyped up". leading to
the cold start offensively.
Canaan eventually heated up, how-

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times

Murray High center Sian House
makes this shot over Marshall
County's Lena Bohannon Saturday
night at Reed Conder Gymnasium.

Lady
Marshals
shake up
district
order
TURNER: M U RR 41'
FOCUSED ON DISTRICT
TOURNEY REMATCH
ELAINE KIGHT F ,r The Ledger

Jeffery McClain goes up for this hook shot against the defense of Austin Peay's Melvin Baker (20) and
John Fraley (21) during Saturday night's game at the Dunn Center.

Tonight
Murray State at
Eastern Illinois
When: 1pm
Where: Lantz Arena (Charleston. Iii)
TV: Wazoo Sports (MES, Ch 81)
Radio: WFGS 103 7 FM
Records: MSU 17-6 (9-3. OVC). EIU 8-14 (48, OVC
Series record: MSU leads 33-8
Last meeting: EIU won 61-60Jan 20,n
Murray

ever, providing Murray State with a
game-high 21 points, his second 20plus-point performance in the last three
games. The Racers also got a key 15
points and seven assists from senior
Isacc Miles.
"With the loss to them at home, and
7 •:,to
knowing we should have won, we
ELAINE KIGHT For the Ledger
needed to come in here with the mindset that they can't beat us." Canaan Murray State fans filled op one upper section of a sold-out Dunn
said. "We needed to take that away, the Center at Austin Peay Saturday night. Here, fans celebrate the
Racers. 67-58 victory while cheering on Ed Daniel.
See RACERS, 10

Inability to finish extends Racers' slide
MURRAY STATE SHOOTS 31 PERCENT, GOES 9-14'0R-26
ON LAVUPS IN LOSS TO GOVERNORS
ELAINE
KIGHT For
the Ledger

Murray
State's
Jessica
Winfrey
goes up
for
this i
shot over j
t
w
oØi
Austin
Peay
defenders
Saturday
night.

By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
CLARKSVILLE. Tenn. — Murray State
.reuses large amounts of practice time on finishing around the basket, Rob Cross wants to assure
you.
It sure hasn't shown up in
games for the Racers, lately.
Missed layups once again
cost MSU in a 69-59 loss at
Austin Peay Saturday, their fifth
consecutive. The Racers shot
31 percent from the field at the
Dunn Center, and went 9-kw-26
on layups. a number Cross said
cost his club a chance to win.
"We just can't miss shots like
that." said Cross. whose team
fell to 6-17 overall and 2-10 in
the Ohio Valley Conference,
putting themselves in iniseas-

69

59

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky. — With the
Fourth District tournament looming,
Saturday night was an opportunity tot a preview of
4T1 DISIBICT
sorts for
Murray
,
-4
-1
10
1
SIMONMS(Gl
High and
Dist(Covered)
Marshall School
County, Calloway County
5-0 (22-1)
with each Marshall County
2-2 (19-41
team get- Murray
3-3 (17-7)
ting one Community Chnst 0-5(9-13)
final
chance to size up the other before they square
off in two weeks with a berth into the First
Region tournament on the line.
U See LADY TIGERS, 10

PREP BOYS BASKETBALL:
NI‘RSHALL CO.54.
It RRA't'45

Tigers push
Marshals,
show
improvement
MURRAY MAILED BY
ONE WITH 3:30 LLF I

ingly precarious position to nab one of the league's
eight tournament slots.
"It's frustrating. but we've got our own selves to
blame," Cross said. "We can't score around the
rim."
Murray State got strong performances once
again from Jessica Winfrey and Mariah Robinson.
the only sources from which the Racers have seen
consistent scoring and rebounding over the past
month.
Both players finished just shy of double-doubles — Robinson finished with 17 points and nine
boards while Winfrey notched 16 points and nine
rebounds.
As important as Robinson's sconng has been
for MSU. however. Cross said she continues to
change her shot around the basket -- she was just
5-for-17 from the field — and missed two crucial
rebounds late in the game.

Marshals.
IM
arh e Marshalll County
4-0 09-5/
a Dec. 16 Calloway County
3-1 (13-101
Wt. senior Murray
2-4 (6-14)
Stephen community Christ 0-4(6-14)
Atkinson
went for 21 points as the Marshals coasted to
a 65-40 victory over a Murray High tei.m that
had only been together for about two weeks

II See WOMEN, 10

RISee TIGERS, 10

By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky. — Ron Greene

wasn't particularly excited to get on the bus
and head to Marshall County Saturday night
The
last time
DisnucT
kti';i4/1
Murray
STANMNGS (131
High saw
Dist (Overall)
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SCOREBOARD

Prep Boys Basketball
Saturday
Fulton Co 68 Dawson Springs 54
Lone Oak 50 Mayfield 39
Marshall Co 54 Murray 45
Obon Co Central iTern 161 Hickman
Co 51
Today
Lone Oak at Heath 730 pro
Murra at Mayfield 7 30 p
Prep Girls Basketball
Saturday
Calloway Co 61 Henderson Co 55
,.rngston Central 85. Communiry
...2,
,,,stran 78 t20T1
C,Iti,,,dien Co 69 Reiclland 47
Daw,an Springs 58, Fulton Co 47
Marshall Co 55. Murray 52
St Mary 69 Ingg Co 55
Today
Lone Oak at Heath 6 p iv
Murray at Mayheid. 6 p m
Reidland at Carlisle Co 7 30 p ns

OVC
s litas
u rriks
eytball
Eastern Kentucky 57 Jacksonvale St
51
SE Missouri St 70 Eastern Illinois 64
Tennessee St 56 Tenn -Martin 47
Morehead St 76 Tennessee Tech 60
Murray St 67 Austin Peay 58
Today
Austin Peay at Tennessee fech 7 p sir
SE Missouri SI at Southern Ill•
Tennessee e7p
St at Jrnacksonville St 7
p m (WazoM
Murray St at Eastern Illinois 7 pro
State Basketball
Saturday
Florida 70 Kentucky 68
Louisville 61 DePaul 57
Western Kentucky 81 Lou,s..i,a
Monroe 61
NFL Playoff Glance
Super Bowl
Sunday, Feb. 6
At Arlington, Texas
Green Bay 31. Pittsburgh 25

The Racers didn't get what From Page 9
In the two teams' first
they needed front starting guard
Rachael Isom, who airballed a matchup back on Do.'. 16. the
three-pointer early and didn't Lady Tigers took a 61-46 victory.
score in the game, or Kristen Saturday night, it was the Lady
Kluempers, who Cross called on Marshals' turn to defend their
in the second half to help MSU home court. as Marshall claimed
conibat Austin Peay's size on the a 55-52 victory, cementing the
inside. Kluempers fouled out fact that perhaps one of the four
after I I minutes of playing time. best teams in the First Region
"So many of her fouls hap- won't make it to the CFSB Center
pened so far away from me that the first week in March.
For Murray High head coach
I'll have to go back and watch the
tape," Cross said. "She was Rechelle Turner. thet latetelling the she wasn't doing any- February district matchup is the
thing but holding her ground. She only one that matters.
'We just have to know that it's
was obviously being aggressive.'
Standout forward Kayla Lowe a one-game season." she said.
scored just two points and sat out "Regardless of what we do from
a large portion of the second half here on out, it does not matter
after passing out on the floor. until we meet back here in two
Cross said he believed Lowe weeks, and that's the only game
would be available to play going that matters. so that's the one that
we will be focused on"
forward.
The Lady Tigers got off to a
With the loss. the Racers held
onto last place in the conference strong start offensiv ely, with junand remained a half-game behind ior Haley Armstrong giving
both Eastern Kentucky and Murray High an early 4-0 lead.
The Lady Marshals matched
Tennessee State.
Cross said he still believes his Murray's Intensity out of the gate.
squad is capable of beating any- however, and kept pace with the
one in the conference. but that his defending First Region champions.
team is frustrated.

RACEWAY
AUTO ALES
Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray 270-753-9586
1994 S-10 Truck, V-6, Automatic
1997 Ford Taurus, Nice
2001 Ford Cargo Van, Clean, Low Miles
1992,

MENS'
STANDINGS
School
Murray State
Morehead State
Austin Peay
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
SE Missouri State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
Jacksonville State

ovc (Overall)
9-3 (17-6)
9-4 (17-8)
9-4 (15-10)
8-5 (11-12)
8-5 (12-10)
7-6 (13-11)
5-8 (6-17)
4-8 (8-14)
3-10 (8-17)
2-11 (4-20)

the game.
Canaan gave the Racers the
lift they needed late in the first
half, knocking down two threes
in the last minute. one of which
came as a swift blow to Austin
Peay's gut at the buzzer, giving
the Rakers a 24-22 lead.
But Canaan lingered around
the Austin Peay bench for several seconds after the shot. and
bumped into head coach Dave
Loos as he walked off the floor
for the break,drawing a technical
foul, which the Governors shot at
the beginning of the second half.
Isacc Miles was also key in

boosting the Racers on what was
a 13-6 run to finish the half. hitting MSU's first three of the
night with two minutes left, then
getting a steal and assist on a
Canaan basket in transition on
Murray State's next possession.
Miles finished with 15 points
and seven assists on the night.
"He's the heart of our team,
especially when he's playing
well on both ends of the floor."
Kennedy said. "He brought it.
He's a fifth-year senior, and I
expect that out of him."
McClain finished with eight
points and five rebounds while
Daniel scored seven points and
grabbed eight boards. Murray
State also got six points off the
bench from Donte Poole.
Murray Stale
Austin Peay

24 43 - 67
22 36 - 58

Murray State(174)-Canaan 21,
Miles 15 McClain 8 Daniel 7, Poole 6.
Jenkins 4. long 2 Griffin 2. Aska 2
FG: 21-51 3-pt.: 5-19 FT: 20 28
Rebounds: 34 Turnovers: 12
Austin Posy (15-10)-Terry 17, Triggs
15 Brown 10 Edmondson 7 Blake 3.
Fraley 2 Williams 2. Caldwell 2
FG: 25-50 3-pt.: 2-13 FT: 6-11
Rebounds: 27 Turnovers: 14

•Lady Tigers

•Women
From Page 9
We do all sons of drills.
attacking the basket and finishing
with contact." Cross said. If you
don't carry it over into games, it
kind of doesn't matter. We
change our shot too much in
games. and that's something
we're trying to get Mariah to
work on."
Murray State tied the game at
41 around the 15-minute-mark of
the second half. then again at 43.
but from there. Austin Peas went
on an 8-0 nin to take control of
the guile. taking advantage of a
hoop and harm on the inside and
a three-pointer.
MSU would never find its
w a bac k from the run. and Cross
credited the Governors with
offensive rebounding down the
stretch that kept his team at hay.
Cross said he was pleased
with the efforts of Tessa Elkins
and Mallory Schwab. who scored
eight points, her highest total
since Dec. 22. and grabbed four
rebounds in what was a breakout
game of sorts.
Allison Karst also stepped up
offensiv ely, scoring eight points
and hitting two three-pointers.

From Page 9
thought ihat they could heat us."
Rebounding was a key factor.
as MSU grabbed 11 offensive
hoards while holding Austin
Peay to just four. The Racers
held a plus-seven rebounding
edge overall.
Murray State head coach
Billy Kennedy also praised his
squad's defensive effon. with the
exception of a several-minute
lapse down the stretch. in which
MSU let Austin Pea', back within striking distance after accumulating an I8-point lead around
the 11-minute mark.
But the Racers hit their last
nine free throws as Austin Peay
began fouling to extend the game
around the three-minute mark.
"I was proud of our guys
keeping their composure in the
second half." Kennedy said.
"They showed a lot of poise in a
tough environment. Isacc Miles'
and Jeff McClain's leadership
was really good today."
MSU held a 28-26 advantage
at the 17:53 mark of the second
half, and from there. went on a
16-2 run that ultimately decided

Pontiac Bonneville, V-6, 92,000 Miles

2000 Toyota Camry, White, Sharp
1997 Chrysler Sebring Convertible
2003 Ford Taurus, 82,000 Miles
1998 Jeep Cherokee, 4x4
1998 Chevy Cavalier, 28 mpg
1993 Cougar, V-8. Local
1948 Ford 9N Tractor
1993 GMC Sierra King Cab Truck

Neither team could put together any type of run in the opening
half, with each heavyweight
exchanging blow after blow. The
Lady Tigers took a three-point
lead with 6:41 left in the second
quarter, but a small run from
Marshall County put the Lady
Marshals back in front 28-25 by
the half.
In the early stages of the second half, the Lady Tigers looked
like the better ballclub, especially
on the offensive end, opening the
half on a 6-0 run, forcing
Marshall to bum a timeout.
The Lady Tigers jumped out
by as many as five near the end of
the third quarter, but a threepointer from Margaret Thomas at
the buzzer brought the Lady
Marshals to within two.
Senior Lena Bohannon tied
the game at 39 for Marshall
County, but Murray High sophomore point guard Janssen Starks
answered with a big three to put
Murray back out in front 42-39.
After a technical foul on
Turner gave Marshall two free
throws and the ball, the Lady
Tigers got a free throw and a
layup from Sian House to go back

up 4541. After that, however, it
was all Marshall.
The Lady Marshals went on
an 11-3 run following a full timeout at the 5:30 mark, stretching
their lead to 52-48 with 1:40 left
to play behind the strong play of
Thomas, who scored eight during
the game's decisive run.
House grabbed an offensive
rebound and got the put back with
1:13 left, and a steal by senior
Amanda Winchester gave the
Lady Tigers the ball with a
chance to tie or take the lead.
Starks missed a shot in the
lane, however, and the Lady
Marshals went 3-for-4 from the
line to seal the victory.
Starks led the way for Murray
High with 17 points, while
Armstrong and House each added
15 points in the losing effort.
Marshall Co
Murray High

10 15 12 18 - 55
11 17 11 13 - 52

Marshall Co.(19-4)- Bohannon 16,
Brewer 11, Tor Fehrenbacher 11
McKenly 9. Meadows 5 Toni
Fehrenbacher 3
FO: 18-45 3-pt.: 5-12 FT: 14-21
Murray High(17.1)- Starks 17,
Armstrong 15. House 15. Trice 2
Winchester 2. McAlpin 1
FG: 20-51 3-pt.: 1-9 FT 9-15

•Tigers
From Page 9
at that point.
Now,almost two months later,
how much better had the Tigers
gotten?
If Saturday night was an indication, the answer is a whole lot.
Murray High led by as many
as nine late in the first quarter. but
the Marshals were too tough
down the stretch, as the Tigers fell
54-45 despite their best efforts at
up-ending the region-leading
Marshals on their home floor.
"I looked at the film this
morning and I was afraid to get
on the bus.- Greene said after the
loss. "It was 65-40 over at our
place, and it certainly wasn't that
tonight.
"We have come a long way,
with still some room for drastic
improvement.Senior guard Mane Foster
knocked down a three, sparking a
12-4 Murray High run to give the
Tigers a 19-12 lead with just
under 20 seconds left in the first
quarter.
Foster then quickly picked up
his third foul just nine seconds
into the second quarter. sending
the Tigers' leading scorer to the
bench.
The Marshals went on an 8-0
!un to close the quarter with a 292- .4 lead entenng the locker room.
Foster started the fourth quart or the same way he had began the
third, picking up a quick foul 1us fourth. Meanwhile, the
Marshals began to heat up front
the field, pushing their lead to

nine with just under four minutes
left in the third quarter.
After a Murray High timeout,
the Tigers scored six of the last
eight points of the quarter to close
to within five.
Kendall Deese opened the
fourth quarter by knocking down
one of his two free throws. then
Foster and Deese connected on
back-to-back shots in the lane to
bring Murray High to within
three at 40-37 with just under six
minutes to play.
Atkinson added a basket for
the Marshals to stop the Tigers'
run, but Foster responded with a
quick three to cut the lead to just
two with 4:45 left.
With 4:30 left, Atkinson
knocked down a pair of free
throws to give Marshall a fourpoint lead, but it was Foster providing the answer again, this time
on a deep three pointer with 3:30
left to cut the Marshall lead to one
at 4443.
From there. Marshall and
Atkinson were able to close the
Tigers out, however.
Murray was paced by Foster
with 16. while Deese and
Williams each added II.

$2,200
$2,250
$2,900
$1,950
$3,900
$2,900
$3,900
$2,950
$2,200 PIZZA SPECIALS
$2,400
$1,800
$2,750

Now Selling Gravestones!

Marshall Co
Murray High

15 14 11
19 5 8

14 -54
13 -45

MershaN Co.(19-5)- Atkinson 30.
Nelson 8. Clark 7. York 5, Bailey 2
Northcutt 2
FG: 17-37 3-pt.: 1-9 FT: 19-20
Turnovers: 11

Murray(614)- Foster 16, Deese 11.
Williams 11. Cherry 4, Fields 3
FG: 15-41 3-pt.: 5 16 FT: 1(514
Turnovers: 11

GOOD ALL DAY EIVERY DAY!
16" Large Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings

Church Groups - 20% Discount
Sunday & Wednesday

$7.00
$'0.00
$14.00
$24.00
OPEN
DA1L't
IIAM
'
14A

WEAL HONOR.ANY PIZZA COUPON

RaldysGiriiii

817 COLDWATER ROAD • 762-0441 • 762-0442 • 762-0443

PREP GIRLS
BASKETBALL:
CALLOWAY CO.61.
HENDERSON 1'0. 55

Lady Lakers
dodge late
Henderson
rally
FIELDS,
ABBY FUTRELL
SINK FREE
THROWS DOWN
STRETCH
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Through the early stages of
Saturday afternoon's tilt with
Henderson
County, Scott
Sivills' Lady Lakers were in
usual form, forcing turnovers,
getting out in transition and
making easy baskets.
Leading by as many as 18
points with 3:50 left in the first
half, Calloway County was well
on its way to another demoralizing
victory
at
Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
The Lady Colonels had other
plans. however, and after a huge
second-half surge. pulled to
within three with 3:53 remaining in the contest.
Calloway responded with a
5-0 mini-run, eventually pulling
out a 61-55 victory.
After the game. Sivills said
wins won't always come easy
for his squad, which moved to
22-1 on the season with the win.
"Sometimes you have to gut
out wins,- he said. -And sometimes wins aren't going to come
the way you want them to, but
we had three kids in double-figures and there was a lot of things
that we did right, we just have to
play a full 32-minute game and
not allow a team like that to
come back.
"We had just enough cushion
that we were able to hold on."
That cushion came in the
form of a 13-5 run to open the
contest in favor of Calloway.
followed by an 18-5 run from
the end of the first and into the
second quarter, where the Lady
Lakers held their biggest lead of
the afternoon at 18.
Senior Averee Fields had 16
of her game-high 24 points in
the opening two quarters, where
Calloway County led 36-20 at
the half.
Out of the locker room, both
teams struggled against the
other's defensive pressure. with
both teams looking lackadaisical
with the ball at times. Despite
the sloppy play, however,
Calloway held its double-digit
lead entering the fourth quarter.
ahead 14 points at 50-36. The
Lady Colonels had begun their
comeback. however.
Mercedes Pruitt and Lauren
Rodgers each knock, d down a
pair of free throws at the end of
the third for Henderson County.
before freshman guard Addison
Bradley cut the lead to 12 with
7:22 left to play.
Pruitt cut the lead to 10 on
the next possession by connecting on two free throws, meanwhile the Lady Lakers went ice
cold from the field and especially at the free throw line.
Bradley
knocked down
another free throw, then sophomore forward Brooke Tapp converted a three-point play with
5:13 left to cut the lead to eight.
Fields then missed the front
end of a one-and-one, allowing
Henderson County a chance to
cut into the lead even more.
Tapp knocked down a free
throw, and then sophomore Ellie
Fruit connected on a pair to
bring Henderson to within five
with 4:45 left.
Rodgers, who led Henderson
with 17 points, then knocked
down a two to bring the score to
51-48, but the Lady Lakers
responded after that.
Fields went to the line for
Calloway on the next three possessions, and went 4-for-6 to
bring the lead back out to seven.
The Lady Ulcers then forced
a big 10-second violation, and
Abby Futrell knocked down one
of two free throws with 1:25 left
to give Calloway an eight-point
edge.
The Lady Colonels continued
battling, hut couldn't get any
closer than three.
Calloway didn't have a field
goal in the fourth quarter, and
went 11-for-21 at the line in the
closing frame while struggling a
bit with the box-and-one
defense from Henderson.

